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Overview of the Manual
This manual was developed to inform developers, planners, employers, and others about TOM and how it can
enhance the quality of life in Florida. The manual is divided into eight sed ioi'IS:

Section 1: What is TDM?
Provides a general overview of TOM and the Florida Commuter Assis1ance Program.

Section 2: TDM and Public Policy
Focuses on trai'ISportation and growth management problems that have increased the need for TDM and on state
and federal legislation that require the use of TDM strategies. These include Florida's growth management
requirements, the federal lntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 199 1, and the Clean Air Act
Amendments (CMA) of 1990.

Section 3: TDM Techniques
Examines the various TDM strategies, including ridesharing pools,

a~emative

work hours, telecommuting, parking

management, HOV lanes, pedestrian and bicycle alternatives, trip reduction ordinances, and ITS applications.

Section 4: Preparing and Implementing a TDM Plan
Explains how to prepare a TDM plan and develop a TDM program or transportation management organization,
and how to carry out TDM strategies through trip reduction ordinances. It includes an overview of Total Quality
Management practices and sensitivity and diversity issues as they relate to TDM programs.

Section 5: Funding and Technical Assistance
Describes state, federal, and other organi2ations and programs that provide funding and technical assistance to
TDM programs.

Glossary
A collection of TDM and related terms.

Bibliography
Alist of TDM publications.
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Digitization Note: Pagination Scheme changes,
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What is

•
•
•
•

What is transportation demand management (TDM)?
How can TDM reduce traffic congestion?
What are some TDM strategies?
What is the focus of Florida's TDM efforts?

WHAT IS TUNSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT (TDM)?
Transportation demand management (TDM) reduces traffic congestion and pollution by influencing changes in
travel behavior. Rather than building or widening roads or improving signal timing, TOM increases the passenger
capacity ol the transportation system by reducing the number of vehicles on the roadway during peak travel times.
This is accomplished through a variety of strategies aimed at influencing mode choice, frequency of trips, trip
length, and route travelled. Convenience. cost, and timing of alternative modes of travel are among the issues
addressed in a TOM program.
TDM reduces traflk congestion in several ways. Carpools, vanpools, or buses move more people in fewer
vehicles. Bkycling and walking eliminate vehicle trips completely. Changing the timing of the trip to a less
congested period through flextime or staggered work hours reduces the number of vehicles arriving or departing
at the same time. Linking trip purposes, such as shopping on the way home from work, reduces the number of
trips. Work-at-home arrangements also reduce the need to commute.
TDM was introduced in the 1970s in response to fuel shortages and air quality requirements ol the U.S. Clean
Air Act. Automobile emissions are among the major pollution sources targeted by the Act. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) requires metropolitan areas to prepare "transportation control plans" to address
this issue, and many transportation planners are turning to TOM as one way of achieving national air quality
standards. The role of TDM in transportation planning has gradually increased since the 1970s, and today ~ is an
integral part of the transportation planning process.

Table I
TYPES OF TDM STRATEGIES

Mode

Carpools, vanpools, transit, bike, walk

Time

Flextime, staggered work hours, compressed work weeks, high occupancy
vehicle
lanes
trial use o r a~emative modes

l inked
Convenience
Regulation

HOY lanes, land use
Preferential
for
Employee commute options, trip reduction
ordinances (TROs), developments of
I

Route

Parking pricing, congestion pricing, transit
subsidies

Cost

10

Contestion pricing, intelligent transportation
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TDM MEASURES
Many people associate TOM pri'narily will <:arpOOiing programs. Howe\lel; it is much more comprehensive and
draws upon a variety of str3tegies. These ~

Car, van, and bus pooling - Programs that assist two or more persons who live and work dose
together to commute to and from work in one vehicle. These involve ridesharing and matching seNioes
and a guaranteed ride home pnogram for emergency situations.
Alternative work hours - \lariations in the typical 8:00am to 5:00 pm, Monday through Friday work
schedule. This may include programs to stagger arrival and departure times, flextime, or a compressed

work week.
Telecommuting - Allows employees the option of woricing at home or at a work <:enter near their
.
.
residence on a lui-tine or part-lime basis.

Parking management - Strategies that target the c:ost. availabolity. and COfflellience of parking as a
means of encouraging ridesharing or use of j)lbli<: transportation and disrouraging the driille-alone commute.
High .occu~ncy
vehicle (HOY) lanes • Specially designated highway lanes reseNed for vehicles with
.
more than one occupant: .By limiting the lanes to high occupancy vehicles, tr~c congestion on those
lanes is reduced and travel times for those' w~o rideshare are faster than for drive-alone commuters.
Pedestrian and bicycle alternatives - Planning and promotional strategies that increase opportunities
for people to walk or bike, rather than drive, and promote better Jinkages to trans~ service for pedestri,

ans and bicy<:lists.
. '

Trip reduction ordinances (TROs) • Reg\Aalory mandates that reqlire

e~

to reduce the
number of automobile lf1ls during peak commute hours through TOM strategies marl<eted to their
employees.
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) - Application of information technologies to transportation
systems. ITS can be used to improve the efficiency of transit service, deliver route and transit information
to travelers, and provide a dynamic service that matches individuals interested in ridesharing.

FLORIDA'S COMMUTER ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
The Florida Department of Transportation (FOOT) has estabished the Florida Commuter Assistance Prcgram to
promote the use of TDM strategies by the pOOic and private sectors. The program is adrniristered by the FOOT
Office of Public Transportation and provides employers, del.<elopers, and g<:M!mment officials with infoonation

Commute Menna~ Systems Handbook
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EFFECTIVENESS OF TDM PROGRAMS
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Employer

and technical a~nce on TOM. Products and services offered through the program include this manual: a
Program Oinector's Manual: training woricshops: and the TOM Clearinghouse, established at the Cent.er for
Urban Transportation Research at the Universi1y of South Florida, which provides information and technical

assistance.
TOM strategies emphasized by Florida's Commuter ~e Program include carpooing. vanpooling. bicycling,
and the use of publk trans~. Commuters can obtain assistance from a variety of TOM organizations including
regional commuter service corporations, local commuter assistance programs, and transportation management
organizations.
Transportation Management Organizations, (TMOs or TMAs) are public/private partnerships formed to address
mobility problems within defined geographic areas through the use of TOM. TMOs typically focus on employer·
based initiatives. but are ~ their scope to address areawide needs. The Florida Commuter Assistance

Program encourages formation of TMOs and the TOM ae.vinghouse was created to assist areas in estabishing
TMOs.
Regional Commuter Services are public/private organizations funded in part by the State and established to
provide basic support for transportation management organizations in Florida. Regional commuter assistance

12
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programs (CAPs) provide an array of services which may include computerized trip matching for rideshare
applicants, marketing services for TMOs •Nitl1in their service area, TMO support, coordination of transit information, TDM planning, and coordination between TMOs and local growth management programs.
local Commuter Assistance Programs are public agencies that are usually fully funded by the FOOT Commuter
Assistance Program. These agencies provide a variety ol services induding computerized trip matching, employee
transportation planning, support for transportation disadvantaged coordinators, support for TMOs, and technical
assistance to local governments in applying TOM strategies as part of a growth management initiative.
The Florida Commuter Assistance Program is designed not only to address congestion on state roadways, but ,

also to aid communities, developers. and others in complying w ith Florida's growth management requirements "
and with new federal transportation and air quality requirements. ,.
A variety of activities and projects have been undertaken across the state to enlist the support of employers and to
explore low-cost altematives to road-building. Mobility conferences have been held in Florida's major metropolitan areas. TMOs have been formed in Tallahassee, Orlando, Tampa, Gainesville, Ft. lauderdale, and Miami
Beach and are being established in Miami, jacksonville, and West Palm Beach. The FDOT and the f lorida Energy
Office (fEO) have sponsored workshops throughout tl1e state to inform the public and private sectors about the
benefits of TDM. The Florida Department of Community Affairs·(OCA) requires local governments in metro politan areas to include TDM strategies in their transportation plans. TOM strategies also are required for local
governments that pursue flexble alternatives to transportation concurrency under Florida's ELMS-Ill legislation.
\
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TDM
Pu
•
•

•

How do Florida's growth management regulations impact
TDM program development?
How do the metropolitan planning organizations and
departments oftransportation work together to meet the
goals ofthe lntermodal Surface "Transportation Efficiency
(IS TEA) Act and the Clean Air Act Amendents?
What are the specific needs and regulations for
nonattainment areas?

Between 1970 and 1990. Florida's population nearly doubled. In 1993, the estimated population was 13.8
million. Current demographic projections put Florida's population at just under 19 million by the year 20 10.'
To date. this growth has been characterized by more people entering the workforce (particularly women). an
increase in automobile ownership, and a continuing ou~.vard shift of jobs and residences into suburban areas.
Also, between 1980 and 1990, tourism in Florida increased from 20 million to nearly SO million visitors annually.'
All of this growth has put a tremendous strain on the transportation network. The trend toward sprawling, low
density land use patterns and enforced separation of residential areas from jobs and services has increased dependence on the automobile. More people own an automobile today than ever before. and fewer workers now
carpool, ride trans~. or walk to work.3 According to the Federal Highway Administration, these trends could
resu~ in a 300 percent increase in freeway congestion in major metropolitan areas between 1985 and 2005.
The rapid increase in transportation demand has not been matched by expansion of capacity. Development of
urban freeways through the 1960s and 1970s slowed to a trickle by the late 1980s as the Interstate Highway
System neared completion. Increased citizen opposition to urban highway projects, combined with escalating
costs of acquiring urban land, brought new highway construction to a virtual halt in many areas. Over the past
decade, vehicle miles traveled on Florida's highways increased by 55 percent. while lane miles on the state
highway system increased by only 14 percent.'
The result has been slower traffic. longer commutes, increased air pollution, and frustrated travelers. Reducing
the number of vehicles on the road was recognized as the only reasonable short-term solution to the problem.
The reali7.ation that road funding cannot keep pace w ith demand-that Florida cannot build its way out of traffic
congestion-has resu~ed in a growing emphasis on transportation demand management in transportation
planning and growth management policy.

GROWTH MANAGEMENT
In the early 1980s. Florida experienced rapid growth along the coastline and within major metropolitan areas. In
the face of intensive growth, development approvals often were pushed through with little regard for long-term
planning considerations. Many communities relied on ' pay later growth plans to provide the necessary public
services and facilities. The combination of low taxes. rapid development, and inadequate planning and regulation
resulted in haphazard growth and growing concerns about Florida's future.
In 1985. the State of Florida responded to this crisis by adopting the landmark Local Government Comprehen-

sive Planning and Land Development Regulation Act ('GrovJth Management Act"). The Act became kno'.vn as
Florida's "pay as you grow" law because it required local comprehensive plans to be financially feasible. The
legislature mandated State review of local comprehensive plans for consistency with State growth management
policy and adopted a State plan to provide the policy context for local and regional planning (Chapter 187, F.S.).
The Department of Community Affairs adopted rule 9)-5. FAC.. to set minimum criteria for compliance review
of local comprehensive plans.
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Level of Service and Concurrency
The foundation of the Growth Management Act is a mandate called concurrency. •The concurrency mandate
requires local governments to ensure that transportation ar1d other public facil(lies ar"e in place concurrent w ith,

the impacts of development ~ection 163.3177[ IOJ [h)). Local governments are restricted from permitting a
development project if it would overload available ca~ on the affected roadway system. Capacity is mea·
sured in terms of the desired level of service (LOS) stand~d-a qualitative indicator of preferred travel conditions.
LOS standards are established by the local government on roadway links and at intersections and form the basis
for conwrrency determinations.
TDM is valuable in this context because ~ is a much less costly method of improving roadway level of service than
road widening and other capital projects. TDM reduces demand for peak-hour travel on the road system by
encouraging ridesharing, flexible work hours, parking controls, and a variety of other strategies. Local govern·
ments may provide for TDM as a method of meeting the concurrency requirement on constrained or backlogged
corridors. Yet. to do so, they must have some way of evaluating the effectiveness of TDM in maintaining local
LOS standards. Unfortunately, little reliable data ane available for measuring the effect of TDM strategies on
roadway LOS. M evaluation of TDM programs conducted for the Federal Highway Administration found that

Miami's Level of Service (LOS) Evaluation
Florida requires that local governments provide adequate transportation facilities,
concurrent with the impact ofdevelopment The city ofMiami evaluates the level
ofservice oftheir transportation (acilitil!$ by oggregofing the toto/ service capacities
ofparallel highway and transit facilities that ore located within the same trove/
corridor. HoY<ever, instead ofmeasuring service copodty by hoN many vehicles
con be accommodated IYy the system during rush hour, c:opocity is measured by
the maximum number ofpossible person-trips. This approach recognizes
underused transit service that exists parallel ond next to o congested highway.
Source: Bricka. Hendricks, and Williams.

The Role of Level ofService Standards

in Florida's Growth Management Goals"

Commute Alternatives Systems Handbook 17

Table 2
LEVELS OF SERVICE FOR ROADWAY SEGMENTS
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTIONS
LEVEL
OF
SERVICE

I

A

B
r

-

"'

D
E
F

Flow
Conditions

Operating
Speed

Highestquafrtyof~ce. Free

tr.lffic flow, low\'Oiumesand
densities. Little or no restriction
on maneuverability or speed.

Stable tJaffic flow, speed
becoming slightly restricted.
l ow restriction on maneuverability.
Stable tr.lffic flow, but less
freedom to select speed,
change lanes or pass. Density
increasing.
Approoching unstable flow.
Speeds tolerable but subject to
sudden and considerable
variation. Less manueuve<ability
and driver comfort.
Unstable traffic flow with rapidly
fluctuating speeds and flow rates.
Short headw¥.lew maneuverability and lew driller comfort.

Force tr.lfficflow. Speed and flow
may drop to zero with high
densities.
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Delay

Service
Rating

55+

None

Good

so

None

Good

45

Minimal

Adequate

40

Minimal

Adequate

35

Significant

Poor

Less
than

Considerable

Poor
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some areawide programs have reduced peak hour trips by about 20 percent and some individual employment
sites have achieved more than a 40 percent reduction.' These results reveal the potential ofTDM for expanding
roadway capacity. Yet such results have not been the norm. in part because many programs neglect factors such

as free par1<ire that make it more cost-effective and COI'IIIei'Oent for indOOuals to drNe alone.
Despite the lad< of data on TOM results. many communities recognize TOM's potential and are using it to help
olfset tralfic congestion and avoid development moratoria on se-.erely baddogged roads. The Development of
Regional Impact (DRI) process has been one method for pursuing TDM measures. Stadiums, large subdMsions,
and major office parks are a few examples of projects that would be considered ORis. Since 1973, ORis have
been subject to a comprehensive review of regional impacts prior to local government approval. Guidelines for
DRI applications state that developers, where applicable. must identify transportation system management (TSM)
alternatives that will be used to reduce adverse impacts and indicate what provisions will be made for "sidewalks,
bicyde paths. internal shuttles, ridesharing, and public transit.. .fo r the movement of people by means other than
the private automobile." As a resu~. many local governments incorporate TOM requirements into their DRI
Development Orders.

ElMS-Ill: A Changing Policy Coatext
In I 991, the third Environmental and Land Management Study Committee (ELMS-Ill) was convened by the
Florida Governor to consider Florida's continuing growth management needs. The Committee made 174
recommendations, many of which were adopted by the florida legislature in 1993. The "ELMS-Ill ht" took
effect on july I, 1994, and made major changes in Florida's growth management requirements; including flexible
alternatives to concurrency that requiFe TDM'. a substirute for the DRI procesS~ and an emphasis on TOM in ,
transportation planning /

Tile DR/ Prtlgt'tlm
The DRI program is scheduled to be J*>ased out by 1997 in all but rural counties and smal cities, where the

program wil remain optional. In ils place. local governments are required to adopt a revised intergovernmental
coordination element for their comprehensive plan. This plan element must deme t>ow the convnlrity wil
address the inpacts of large scale development projects. Thnesholds definif1g when a project is s<Alject to this
review process are being redefined by the Department of Community Affairs and already have been increased in
urban central business districts and regional activity centers to reduce barriers to infill.
The Department of Community Affairs still may appeal development orders for these projects, but Regional
Planning Councils no longer have appeal authority in this matter. Whether local governments will emphasize
TOM under the new review process remains uncertain and will likely depend on local understanding of the
benefits and application of TDM strategies.
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Concerns that development was being pushed out of central dties. where roads were congested, to outlying
areas with excess capacity resulted in adoption of flexible alternatives to transportation wncurrency. including the
follow ing (see Rule 9]-5.0055, F.A.C}:
Transport ation Concur rency Exception Areas
Transportation Concurrency Exception Areas allow local governments to exempt development from
concurrency in areas specified in the comprehensive plan for urban infill and redevelopment. A
concurrency exception also was provided for projects that promote public transportation. In exchange.
local governments must adopt programs and strategies for addressing transportation demand. such as
parking control and pricing polides, TOM programs, and availability of public transportation.
Transportation Concurrency Management Ar eas (TCMAs)
TCMAs allow local governments to establish more flexible areawide level of service standards in central
cities or other activity centers. In exchange. they must promote a~ernatives modes of travel and demonstrate how services and programs, such as TDM , will improve mobility.

TrDnsptlrltllitNt PIDns
Local governments within the planning area boundaries of a metropol~an planning organization (MPO} are now
required to prepare a new transportation element for their comprehensive plans. The new element must
integrate plans and analysis for traffic circulation, transit, ports, and aviation and identify transportation management programs necessary to promote and support public transportation systems. The plan also must contain
polides for establishing TDM programs to "modify peak hour demand and reduce the number of vehicle miles
travelled per cap~ w ithin the community and region" (9j -5.0 19[4][c][6)). These requirements w ill push local
governments to view transportation as an integrated system rather than considering each component in isolation.

Stille (tlmpreltellsive P/Dn
The ELMS-Ill Act required revision of the State Comprehensive Plan to provide more strategic direction to local
governments in carrying out their comprehensive plans. Previously, the plan was to be implemented through
three separate agency plans: the Florida Transportation Plan. the State Land Development Plan, and the State
Water Use Plan. The separate state agency plans now must be combined into a single Strategic Grov.1h and
Development Plan. The new strategic plan will integrate land, water, and transportation planning and provide
guidelines for w here future urban growth would be appropriate, and where state highway and public transportation corridors should be located.
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City of Orlando
The City of Orlando is looking into factoring projected vehicle trip reduction into
'
concurrency determinations under certain cond~ions, and has required TDM strategies as a condition for DRI approval. Orlando's transportation plan also calls for TDM
and trans~ strategies to increase system capacity including ridesharing programs,
trans~

improvements, increased AVO and reduced transit headways. One large

Orlando-area employer, Florida Hospital, has hired a full-time TDM professional as a
result of a DRI development order. Florida Hospital currently operates a carpooling
program used by I 0 percent of~ work force and a vanpooling progr.am. Due to its
continuous growth, the hospital is always searching for new and innovative solutions
aimed at meeting concurrency. At the present time, it is also trying to develop
telecommuting and ffexible work hours programs.
Source: Hondshuh, Brion. Interview. Florida Hospital. Costro, Gus. Interview. Otyof

Orlando.

RegiDnfllPl11nning (DIIll~ils
Regional Planning Councils (RPCs) have been given a new role under the ELMS-Ill legislation. The RPCs' role in •
transportation planning was defined as coordinating land development and transportation policies in a manner that
fosters regional transportation systems and identifying and helping to resolve inconsistencies between locab
government plans and those of transportation authorities and MPOs. 'RPCs also were encouraged to recommend minimum density guidelines for development along designated public transportation corridors.

TRANSPORTATION POLICY
The 1990s are a decade for major shifts in federal and state transportation policy. With urban travel increasing
and fewer opportunities for highway expansion, new solutions must be found. The need for a fresh approach to
traffic congestion and mobility problems has culminated in the first comprehensive policy statement to come out
of the U.S. Department of Transportation in more than a decade. This Statement of National Transportation
Policy became the foundation for a new transportation law- the lntermodal Surface Tr.ansportation Efficiency Act
(ISTEA}--which was adopted by Congress in 1991 . The resu~ is a mU<:h more comprehensive approach to
tr.ansportation planning that takes into account the relationships bei¥Jeen land use and all transportation modes.
Also, state and local governments now have much more flexibility in setting transportation priorities.

Commute Altematives Systems Handbook
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lntermodal Surface Transportation EHiciency Act (ISTEA)
The lnterrnodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 199 1 set a new direction for federal transportation policy.
Unlike the highway-only era of the Federal-Aid Highway program, ISTEA embraces a broad range of transportation a~ernatives and pushes for a "total transportation solution" to url:>an mobility prol:>lems.'
The goal of ISTEA is to develop a national intermodal transportation system that is economically efficient and
environmentally sound and will move people and goods in an energy-efficient manner. Toward this end, the k.t
provides more funding for transit and broader project selection criteria that address social, energy, economic, and
environmental effects in weighing highways against transit. Title Ill of ISTEA {the Federal Transit Act Amendments)
also increased the federal matching share for trans~ from 75 percent to 80 percent, making~ equal to most
high;vay programs and thus a neutral factor in project selection.
The elevated role of transit in national policy can be seen in the modal breakout of federal funds provided l:>y
ISTEA. Nearly 20 percent of the funds authorized in ISTEA over the six-year period ending in 1996 are for
transit. The Surface Transportation Program pnovides flexible funding that may be applied to a variety of projects,
such as transit capital projects; carpool, paricing, bicycle. and pedestrian facilities; highways; or transportation
control measures (TCMs) for reducing traffic congestion and improving air quality. TCMs are funded under the
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program or CMAQ ("see-mac"), which was established
under the Surface Transportation Program for transportation projects in nonattainment areas that enhance air
quality.

Figure 2
U.S. PASSENGER MILES OF TRAVEL BY MODE
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New Pltmnlng Requirements
ISTEA emphasi<es moving people and goods,.•not just vehicles, through a systems approach to transportation
planning. The transportation system of the '90s must be multimodal and intermodal. A multimodalll'ansportation
system would be comprised of several alternative modes (automobiles, vans, buses, rail transit, bicycles, walking, ,
ferries, and so on)~ An intermodal transportation system would operate as a coordinated and connected whole,
allowing individuals to complete a trip using more than one mode. • Airports are examples of intermodal facilities
that provide coordinated connections between several transportation modes.
The Act also represents the first federal mandate for statewide transportation planning. State transportation plans
must now address specific planning factors, including strategies for incorporating pedestrian and bicycle facilities and
methods to reduce single occupant vehicle travel. States must also adopt six management systems, including a
congestion management system, a public transportation management system, and an intermodal management
system.
Metropolitan planning organizations (M~Os), regional agencies that develop long range transportation plans and
transportation improvement programs (TIPs) for metropolitan areas, will have a much stronger role than ever
before. ISTEA transfers authority to set transportation prior~ies from state DOTs to Mp0s in urban areas of
200,000 people or more. These major urban areas are designated as Transportation Management Areas (TMAs)
and are required to develop a congestion management system ... Congestion management systems must identify
congested areas and devise effective strategies for reducing traffoc congestion. Several strategies may be pursued,
including TDM, measures to support transit, congestion pricing, and land use and activity center strategies.

Figure 3
TRANSPORTATION COSTS IN PERSPECTIVE
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Important Ideas In ISTEA
"The NaVonallntermodo/1fansportadon System shall include significant impra.-ements in public cransportoVon necessary co achieve 110tionol goals (or impra;ed air
quoliry. energy conservation, incemacionol competitiveness. and mobility for elderly
persons. persons with disabilities, ond economically disodvontoged persons in urbon
and rurol oreos o( rhe countJy.. .. Social benefits must be considered with particular
attention to the external bene~ts ofreduced air pollution, reduced croffic congestion, and other aspects of the quo/icy ofli(e in the United States:

Energy Policy
Energy policy supports TOM strategies directly and indirectly. During the 1973-74 energy crisis, the federal
government vigorously promoted TOM and other conservation measures aimed at making the U .S. less dependent on foreign oil suppliers. In january 1974, Congress passed the Emergency Highway Energy Conservation
/la, which authorized the use of regularly apportioned funds for ridesharing demonstra~on projects. including
constru~on

of publicly-owned parking facilities for preferential use by carpools and vanpools. Both of these

initiatives resulted in an increase in TOM participation.
The National Energy Policy fla of 1992 made significant changes in the federal tax code to facilitate employer
support for TOM. The law established a $155 per month cap on the amount of employer-provided, tax·
deductible parking subsidies and increased the amount of employer-provided tax-dedu~bte transit subsidies from
$2 1 to $60 per month. The law also expanded eligibility of the tax deduction to vanpools and buspools, provided that they have a seating capacity of at least seven people.

FDOT'S New Interstate Policy
In 199 1, the Florida Department of Transportation established a strategic policy for Florida's Interstate Highway
System that complements the principles of ISTEA. The policy is based on the premise that limits should be set on
highvvay expansion. Growth of interstate highway capacity has been lim~ed to a maximum of ten lanes in
urbanized areas, four of which are designated for through-traffic and high occupancy vehicles {HOVs). The policy
calls for promoting public transit and carpooling and allowing space between selected corridors for high speed rail.
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AIRQUAlln
There are """'> major soun:es of air polution: stationary SOI.I'Ces. such as factories and """""'" planls; and mobie
sources, such as ars, trud<s, and buses. Of majo< concern are surface ozone, carbon monol<ide, lead, nitrogen

O>Cides, SIAiur c:ioxide, and acid deposition. Surface ozone, commonly i<nov.A'I as smog. is formed when hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides combine in warm sunlight. Ozone afleas lhe human respiratory system and causes
irritation to the eyes, nose, and throat. Excessive carbon monoxide reduces the body's ability to absorb oxygen
and causes dizziness, headaches, and lethargy. Nitrogen O>Odes and sulfur dio><ide irritate the lungs and increase
susceptibility to respiratory ailments.
Automobiles are the single largest producer of hydrocarbon emissions. Hydrocarbons (unburned gasoline vapors)
are released 'into the atmosphere at various stages of automobile use; during refueling, through evaporation from

the fuel system and engine, and in exhaust gases. In most urban areas, the automobile is also the largest generator of nitrogen O>Odes. 0\oer 75 percent of Florida's air poUution is caused by the automobile, contributing SO
pen:ent ol the nydrocarbons and CNer 90 percent ol the carbon monoxide'

The U.S. Oean />Or />a was enacted by Congress in 1970. to address air quaity concerns in the Unf<ed ~
The />a established maximum acceptable levels of major air pollutants, requites slate and local governments to
develop strategies to address the problem, and set minimum air quality standards called National Ambient Air
Quality Standards (NAAQS). '!'he Clean Air Po. was amended in 1977 to emphasize the need for coordination
of air quality planning with the transportation planning process of metropolitan planning organizations. Plans
developed with federal funding are required to conform to air quality standards, although there are no sanctions
for noncompliance.
The Clean Air Po. Amendments of 1990 (CAAA) impose much more stringent requirements on transportation.
Under the new guidelines, state and metropolitan transportation plans must be consistent w~h state air quality

plans and demonstrate progress toward attairvnent ol NAAQS. An area lhat falls below the NAAQS is ~
nated as an air quality "nonattainment area.· ' States and leal goverrments in nonattainrnent areas must develop

programs aimed at reducing moor vehicle emissions. Penalties for noncompliance can be severe and may indlde
withholding ol federal transportation fundilg for leal projects.

The Clean Air Ad Amendments (CUA) of 1990
The CAAA linked air pollution control with transportation plans and transportation improvement programs.
Title 1 addresses attainment and maintenance of NMQS for lhe six most common air pollutants; suWur oxides,
particulates, carbon monoxide, photochemical oxidants, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides. Title II of the Act
(Provisions Relating to Mobile Sources) establishes more stringent pollution standards for reduction of tailpipe
emissions and capture of evaporate emissions released during refueling. Hie II also addresses standards for
nefonnulated gaso6ne and limits emissions from centrally-fueled fleets in the 26 most poluted urban areas.
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Figure 4.
U.S. AIR POLLUTION BY SOURCE
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Each state is required to adopt a state implementation plan (SIP) for managing air quality and subm~ ~to EPA for
approval.• The SIP must include transportation control measures (TCMs) that (a) reduce in-use emission rates
and (b) reduce vehicle use and promote mass transit. The first category is associated w~h technology improve·
ment programs, such as vehicle inspection, maintenance, and retrofitting. The second category relates to transportation systems management. Many of these are TDM strategies. Once included in the SIP, these TCMs
receive funding priority in the transportation plan. TCMs are identified and implemented through the state and
metropol~ transportation plans and improvement programs, pursuant to ISTEP;s new Congestion Mitigation

and Air Quality Program.

Requirements for Nonattainment Areas
Areas that do not meet air qual~y standards are designated as nonattainment areas. These areas fall into one of
five categories: Marginal, Moderate. Serious, Severe and Extreme. States w~ nonattainment areas must subm~.
as part of the SIP, a detailed description of how the affected state and local agencies plan to attain and maintain sale
air quality levels. The SIP must address each region's approach to air quality conformity and maintenance and
outline the strategies (such as TDM) that will be used to satisfy the needs of each area. The inclusion of TDM
measures in the SIP means that these measures must be carried out in the affected areas.
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qual~ problem incr=es, al reqo.irements prior levels apply, in addition to mote
As the sevetiy the
rigorous tOI"I'ectNe actions. These range from the adoption specifiC TCMs aimed at offsetting ~ in
emissio'). to restricted use or high polluting vehicles or heavy-duty vehicles. •Marginal areas must c.omplete a
series of required actions intended to redute ozone levels. Moderate areas must meet all requirements for
marginal areas, as well as additional, more stringent requirements. Beyond the Moderate classifitation, areas may
also be identified as Serious (examples ifiCiude AUanta and Washington, D.C.), Severe (Baltimore and Chicago), or

or

Extreme (Los Angeles).

Weho<A proper mitigalioo strategies, air quality tOOd dedWle to the point that aggressive improvement measures
could be required. For example, the />a mandates del.<elopment and impiemenlation of a plan requiring employers in ·severe nonattainment areas· who employ I 00 or more people to intrease vehicle oca.pancy by 25
percent during commute trips. '0 In the case of Los Angeles, California State Rule I SO I requires employers of
I 00 or more persons at a single wor1<site to develop and implement trip reduction plans targeted at predetermined average vehicle ridership levels.

Transportation and Air Quality in Florida
As Florida's popW!ion continues to intrease, so, too, wiB \iehide trips and Yehide miles drM:n. This, in too>,
wil prod\Joo more p<Artion and a dedne in air quality. The most widespread and persistent air poiiJtion
problem in Florida is surface ozone. To date, cleaner running en®nes have substantially contributed to improved
air quality. However. automobile emissions already have improved up to 90 percent over the past decade, and ~
is unlikely that cleaf)er emissions will provide any significant reductions in air pollution in the future. Given an
estimated 1,000 new residents per day, at a f<Ve percent annual increase in vehicle miles traveled, Florida oould
lose some of the air quality benefits of cleaner running engines.

the

problem: 1} redoce the number of ve!1ides miles tra\<eled of 2} increase the use
There are two soiJtions to
ol clean fuel altema!ives such as electrimY. methandl, ethan,!, or compressed nat\r'al gas. Although the Envronmental Protectioo.Agency (EPA} aggressively supports programs that promote use of cleaner burning fuels. seo;eral
issues remain. The Oean Air />a strongly encourages the use of clean fuels
. for fleets but does not stress the use
of such fuels for personal vehides. Furthermore, the technology to increase use of these fuels is still in the
de; elopmental stages. This means that Florida's urban centers must oontinue to focus on reducing vehicle miles

.

traveled (VMl) as the principal means ol improving air quality.

The Florida Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) is nesponsible for u quaity matters in Florida. DEP
has developed a mobile source control program to address air pollution from motor Yehides. The program is
aimed at improving air quality by reducing the amount ol e><haust emissions from cars and light-duty trucks. In
planning organizations and the Florida Department of Transportation must demonstrate conformance of the State Transportation Plan~ the SIP. For urban areas, the metropol~n Transportation Improvement Programs musi·l.rrPJeme-nt transportation control measures in the SIP.

addition, Florida

metropol~n
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Transportation Control Measures
The following is a list of Transportation Control Measures, some of which are contained in
the Oean Air Act of 1977 and Amendments in 1990. Each of the measures affect either

transportation supply or demand, and their primary effect has one or more of the following
goals: reduce vehicle trips, induce mode shifts, shift travei time, and/or improve trallk flow.
Bicycle and pedestrian alternatives
Carpooling and ridesharing programs and incentives
Commercial vehicle control
Control of extended vehicle idling
Conversion of fleet vehicles to cleaner fuels or engines

Employer-based transportation management programs
Gas rationing
Gas, parking, or vehicle taxes
Gasoline fuel additives
High occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes
Improved public transit
Mandatory no-drive days
Park and ride and fringe parking
Parking management programs
Reduction of cold ~start emissions
Road (congestion) pricing
Route restrictions
Telecommuting and teleconferencing
Traffic flow improvements (Traffic operations and signalization)
Transit improvements

Trip reduction ordinances
Voluntary no-drive days
Work schedule changes (compressed wor1<-week, staggered work hours, and flextime)

Source: US Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. "Jionsportotion
Control Meosure:Scote Implementation Pion Guidance." September, 1990. Pp. 8-14
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Nonattainment Areas in Florida
The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) require that any metropolitan area which fails to meet air quality
standards is allowed three to sb< years to achieve NMQS. N. present, Duval County and the Southeast Airshed
(Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach counties) are classified as "maintenance· areas, and the Tampa Bay area
(Pinellas and Hillsborough counties) whkh is presently Marginal, has applied for maintenance status, and is
currently under consideration by the Environmental Protection ~ency (EPA). If any of these areas do not maintain the NMQS, they will fall back into non-attainment, and risk federal regulations.
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What are ridesharing programs, how are they
implemented, and under what circumstances are they
effective?
What are some of the considerations for alternate
work-hour strategies?
What techniques affect economic development and
how?
How do parking management strategies meet TOM
goals?
How do the design and enforcement of HOV lanes
inffuence their effectiveness?
How are bicycle and pedestrian programs viable TOM
strategies?
What are intelligent transportation systems, and how
can they be integrated into TOM?

RIDESHARING PROGRAMS
Ridesharing involves the shared use of a vehicle by two or more people for the purp05e of getting to or from
work, school, or other locations. Ridesharing applications range from private automobiles and privately-owned
and operated vans to publicly-owned and operated vans and buses. The points of origin and final destinations of
riders vary. The goal is to share some segment of the trip with other people. Carpools. vanpools. buspools. and
other forms of ridesharing are a popular means ol reducing energy consumption, traffic congestion, and air
pollution. Ridesharing programs have been the key element of many TOM programs.

Carpools
The most common form of ridesharing is the use of a private vehicle by two or more passengers, generally for
transportation to and from work. The passengers may use one vehicle and share expenses, or may rotate
vehicles with no additional costs to passengers. Carpools may develop from informal arrangements among
neighbors or co-workers or through more intensive efforts, such as ride matching provided by an employer.'
The opportunity to socialize, similar work schedules and locations. and reduced parking costs are the most
popular reasons people form informal carpools.' However. encouragement from the public and private sectors

can also convince commuters to rideshare.
Employers can take on a variety of roles to promote ridesharing. Promotional efforts can be as simple as provid·
ing bulletin board space for employees to solich carpoolers. Employers also can provide ridesharing incentives,
such as preferential parking or flexible work schedules. Larger employers, particularly those with personnel or
human resource departments, may assume a broader role, including identification and matching of pool partici·
pants. Such activities can be the responsibility of personnel staff or a designated employee transportation coordi·
nator (ETC).
The public sector can support carpooling by: (a) providing arnen~ies and incentives for ridesharers: (b) consider·
ing HOV lanes when planning new or expanded highway capacity: and (c) reducing the amount of free or on·
street parking in the central business district (CBD} and other activity centers, coupled w~ strict enforcement of
parking meter violations and other deterrents to single occupant vehicle use. State and local governments also
support ridesharing by providing funding for vehicle purchases, program planning, and regional commuter assistance programs.

Van pools
Six or more passengers who share a ride in a pre-arranged group are considered a vanpool. In most cases. onr
or more of the pool members are regular drivers who pick up others at specific points, drop them off at common s~es, and return them to pickup points at the end of the day. Vanpools are sometimes used to provide
reverse commute transportation from inner-city residential areas to suburban job s~es. The same factors contrib·
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Figure 5
EFFEOIVENESS OF CARPOOLING
Regulatru:y Erroronment
Ia Mandatory

• Voluntary
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1.35

1.90

Current Average Vehicle Ridership
Source·: JTB, implementing Effective Travel Demand Management Measure.~.

uting to carpool participation also contribute to vanpool participation. However, because they involve a larger
number of participants, vanpools often require more formalized and elaborate ridematching services.
The costs of the vanpool, including all operating. maintenance, and insurance costs, are generally divided equally

by the riders in exchange for a guaranteed seat in the vehicle. Typically, the driver has personal use of the van . .
Most vanpools start with less than a full complement of riders. Some employers or public agencies will subsidize
the cost of empty seats for several months until ridership increases. There are four basic types of vanpooling:
Employer-Purchased Vans: A company buys the vans and administers the program. Cost may be
recovered through fares.
Employer-Leased Vans: The company leases the vans and, based on the terms of the lease, administers all or part of the program.
Third-Party Vans: A group of employees leases a van from a vanpool vendor. Fares are paid by the
employees to the vendor.
Owner- Operated Vans: An individual employee

independen~y

buys a van and administers all aspects

of the trip. Some local governments may offer low interest loans to purchase vans or seek to organize
vanpool operators to secure better rates on insurance and maintenance.
Commute Alternatives Systems Handbook
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Figure 6

EFFECTIVENESS OF VANPOOLING

Re2ulatory Environment
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Current Average Vehicle Ridership
Source: ITE. Jmplememing Effecti\·e Travel Demand Managemem Meas.ures.

Connecticut's Unique Vanpool Program
The State ofConnecticut's Vanpool frogrom enob.'es commuters to
purchase vons ot low interest rates ond near-wholesale prices, with no
taxes collected at the time ofpurchase. In addition, the State offers
gas purchase rebates on full size vans. '!idoy. there ore over I, I00
registered vonpools operating in the state ofConnecticut, serving the
I 2.300 vonpool passengers wllo annuol/ysa.te approximately $2,000
eoch in commuting costs. Since its inception in August 1989, the
program hos (ocilitoted the purchase ofmore than 60 vans.

Soun::e: ITE and ACT, Implementing Transportation Demand Management Programs . U.S. DOT, Connecticut's Interest Free Vonpool
Program • First 'Jeor Report.
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3M Company Vanpooling
Because ofa corporate expansion prowam in the early 1970s, the 3M Compony. located in a low density orea east ofSt. Paul, Minnesota, v.'OS forced to
look (or strategies aimed at relieving o parking shortage. 3M initiated the first
vonpooling prowam In the country. The company allocoood money ro employees
to purchase vans that could be used as Iorge carpools by employees. In 1992,
the vonpool propJan operated IWS that~ used &t 7percent ofthe
COilljXlr¥'s employees. In aMtion, 3M~ reGOf1'hed for OOlping to reduce
air pollution, rraff/C congestion and parking demand in theiriiS community.
Source: ITE and ACT. Implementing Transportation Demand Management

Pro1f0111S.

luspools
Buspools consist of 16 or more passengers who come together for an express ride between predetermined
origin and destination points with guaranteed seats and advance ticket purchase. Although this type of service is
often administered by an employer. riders may also initiate and administer dub, custom, or subscription bpools.
~with

vanpools, a more coordinated and comprehensive effort is required to optimize vehicle use; however,
the increased capacity of a bus eJ<I)ands the range of applications.

In addition to buspools, bus companies also offer express seM:e and inner-city and subutban orcu4atots. Nthough express service and orculators ane generally associated with public transportation, both may be provided
by a private carrier. These services differ from traditional fD<ed-route service in that they generally seiVe fewer
points. Both express service and circulators are usually confined to specific routes, although circulators most often
operate within high density areas such as the central business district, around major suburban developments, and
in employment centers or regional malls.
Unike carpools, ownership and operation of a buspool or vanpool is more conducive to contracting and leasing

agreements. Entrepreneurs in many areas ha\<e developed "wori< t~Wers" or for-profit vanpool operations that
cater to commuters. It is becoming common practice for transit authorities to have mixed fleets of vans and
buses. The buses may be used for traditional fiXed-route services. subscription or dub services, buspools, and
park-and-ride shuttles. Vans may be leased to individuals or employers or operated by the authority.
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National Geographic Buspool Program
Several years ago. the National Geographic Society decided to relocate
its bindery plant 20 miles from its previous location in downtown Washington D.C. However, I .200 of its employees did not have a vehicle
available to travel to the suburban location. To retain employees who
might be forced to quit because of the move, the Society, together with a
local private bus company, began a buspool program. The program
operates I I bus routes, most of which serve those employees who
work in the suburbs. About 35 percent of all employees take advantage
of the program partially paid for by the employer.

Source: ITE, Implementing Effective Travel Demand Management
Measures.

Figure 7
EFFEaiVENESS OF TRANSIT
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SoiJrce: ITE, Implementing E.ffccti,•c Travel Demand Manasement Measures.
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Guaranteed Ride Home Programs
A guaranteed/emergency ride home program (GRH) is a key to the svcoess of pooling programs. Many people
are reluctant to rid~hare for feat of be.ing stranded at work without transportation during an emergency. A
guaranteed ride home program reduces the anxiety of ridesharing by guaranteeing emp!oyees a convenient and
reliable mode of transportation to their home or to the site of the emergency. The most common transportation options for guaranteed ride home programs are taxi service, short-term aulo rental, fleet vehicle (companyowned car or truck used primarily for business errands, deliveries...), shuttle services, and public transit.
Guaranteed ride home programs benefit employers by increasing participation in ridesharing programs while
enabling employees who rideshare to work late when necessary. M~t of the people who are eligible for this
program have never needed to use it, which keeps the cost per employee minimal. Such programs are popular
among employees because they feel less stressed when ridesharing and can attend to personal emergencies
without inconvenience. Alm~t 60 percent of employees surveyed at a L~ Angeles business park development
said that the guaranteed ride home program offered by the developer was an important factor in their decision to
carpool, vanpool, or use transit.'

Denver's Guaranteed Ride Home Program
Denver's Guaranteed Ride Home program was developed in 199 1
by RideArrangers service, a commuter assistance program operated
by the Denver Regional Council of Governments, to encourage the
use of alternative transportation. When unable to take advantage of
their alternative commute by carpooling, vanpooling, bicycling, o r
walking, participating employees are provided with a free taxi ride
home from work. The program fully reimburses employees for up to
I 00 miles of authorized travel. This solution not only prevents
commuters from being stranded at work (a perceived drawback to
alternative transportation), but also acts as an effective marketing tool
for a commuter assistance program. Since 199 1, the number of
participants has increased from I ,000 to over 35,000 people.
Source: Denver Regional Council of Governments. RideArrangers •

The Commute ransportation Specialists.
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Ridedeshare Matching and Promotion
Carpool and vanpool ridematching is a process by which commuters are given lists of names of other commuters
who live and work nearby and have similar schedules. Commuters arrange to join or start a carpool or vanpool
from the list of potential matches. Most people are hesitant to rely solely on a matchlist and need help in approaching their ridesharing matches. Similar to most social occasions, someone has to "break the ice.· In some
areas, the TMO staff or employee transportation coordinator takes the extra step to introduce and match potential ridesharers. Ridesharing matchmakers can personalize the program by meeting most of the ridesharers in
person and assisting in carpool and vanpool formation. Matchmakers should also help maintain the pools by
regularly inviting program participants to evaluate their ridesharing pools.

Pool Incentives
Local public support for ridesharing is generally found in policies that discourage single occupant vehicle (SOY)
travel. l ocal governments can require large employers or developers to set aside a percentage of parking spaces

for ridesharing vehicles. They can encourage ridesharing by increasing parking rates, limiting parking within new
developments, and decreasing the number of municipal parking spaces. Local governments also can provide
financial support for regional commuter assistance programs.
The private sector can support ridesharing initiatives by starting programs to match prospective poolers, substitute
travel allowances for parking subsidies, and provide preferential public parking for poolers. Employers and
developers also could incorporate facilities and conveniences into the employment site, such as cafeterias.
daycare, and pedestrian walkways. to reduce employees' reliance on their automobiles during work hours.
Participation in ridesharing programs can provide substantial benefits to an employer or developer. Such benefits
include reduced parking expense, decreased traffic congestion, a broader labor market, a more productive work
force, reduced absenteeism, and an enhanced community image.4 It may be appropriate for an employer to

consider membership in a TMA or appoint an employee transportation coordinator within the company to
examine the many ways to support ridesharing and other TOM programs.

ALTERNATE WORK HOURS
Alternative work hours refers to any variation in the typical 8-to-5, Monday-through-Friday work schedule.
Demographic and economic changes such as the large influx of women into the workforce, high incidence of
single parents, and the increase in mu~iple income families have made variable work hours desirable. In addition. flexible work hours allow employees to adjust work schedules to accommodate

trans~ and

ridesharing

arrangements. The three most common types of atternative work schedules are staggered work hours. flextime,

and compressed work w eeks.
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Figure 8
EFFECTIVENESS OF FLEXIBLE WORK HOURS
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Staggered Work Hours
In this altemative work schedule, the employer staggers the arrival and departure time of groups of employees to
disperse the overall impact of their travel. Staggered work hours are popular with companies in whkh ingress
and egress to the work site are difficult. These schedules usually are designed so groups of employees arrive at
and depart from, work at anywhere from IS-minute to two-hour intervals. The three most common types of
work hour adjustments are:
Departmental: Employers assign different starting times for individual departments or units.
Individual: Employers assign starting times to individual employees.
Modal: Starting and ending times are detennine<l according to transportation arrangements. This is
generally used in conjunction w~h other TDM measures, such as ridesharing, mass transit, and so on.

Flextime
In this arrangement, employees select their arrival and departure times and the length of their lunch period. They
work eight hours each day and have specified hours in which t~ey are in the office.' Most flextime schedules

\
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include a core period during the work day when all employees are present. Four common Oextime schedules

are:
Gliding Schedule: Employees' start time determines their ending time. The start of the morning
period may range from 6:00a.m. to 9:00 a.m. The work day ends as employees complete their usual
number of work hours.
Modified Gliding Schedule: Under this «:hedu1e, an employer selects hours during which coverage
must be maintained.
Flexitour: The employees sele<t a starting time, for example between 6:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. Their
starting time remaiM until the option to change is extended.
Maxiflex: Employees eam hours by working any number of hours w~hin a 24-hour period. The hours
are "banked" and then used to shorten future work days or work weeks.•

Compressed Work Week
This approach allows employees to complete the typical 40-hour work week in less than the normal five days.
Common variations include a four-day work week, or wor1<ing 80 hours in nine days and taking the tenth day off.

California's Compressed Work Week Programs
In Southern California, employers subject to the air quality regula~ons use

compressed work schedules to reduce the number ofemployee rrips at their
worl<sites. Astudy of 25 Southern California companies found that while I5
ofthose employers admitted thor the South Coast Air Quality Management
District's Regulation XV ~<.tJS the catalyst for introducing compressed work
week schedules, all 25 considered their programs to be successful. Compressed work weeks led to on improved employee morale, increased productivity. decreased employee wmover. reduced operating costs, lower
absenteeism, and less personal time-off.
Sources: Commuter Transportation Services, Inc.• Compressed Work
~k Ftograms: The Experience o(25 Southern California Emp.loyers.
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Compressed work schedules are popular with firms that have a fairly well-defined peak traffic congestion time and
are ol\en used in office parks and other high density areas. Many employees perceive a compressed work s<:hed·

ule as a benert. because their ability to work more than eight hours during a work day can restit in a "day off" or a
reduced work day durir-4: the week. There are t1vee ways in IM1ich work schedules are nonnally compressed:
Four/Forty (4/40) Schedule: Employees wol1< a 40-hour week in four 10-hour days.
Nine/Eighty (9/80) Schedule: Employees work 80 hours in nine days.
Five/Four/Nine Schedule: Employees work more than eight hours on four days of the week and work
a shortened schedule on the fifth day. While this practice may reduce peak-hour traffk . it has little or no
impact on energy conseMtion or air quality improvement efforts.

Fig•r• 9
EFFECTIVENESS OF TELECOMMUTING
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Source: ll'E, Implementing Etfec:dve Tmvcl ·o cmand Management Measures.
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TELECOMMunNG
Telecommuting refe~ to the option of an employee working at home or at an office close to home on a full or
part time basis. Telecommuting is becoming increasingly popular in corporate America. According to USDOT.
nearly 2 million people telecommuted in 1992, and the number could increase to IS million by 2002.' Although computers and other technology facilitate telecommuting, the telephone is still the most basic equipment
for working from an alternate location.

Benefits of Telecommuting
Employees who telecommute benefit from reduced distance and frequency of the work commute. flexibility to
meet family commitments, and increased job satisfaction. Employers benefit from increased employee productivity, reduced absenteeism, reduced employee turnover, reduced operating cO<tS (such as office space and rent).
and the ability to operate during an emergency. Many suburban communities lack an adequate proportion of land
uses providing jobs and services, compared to the amount of land area set aside for residential use. Satellite
offices and neighborhood work centers help reduce this jobs-to-housing imbalance by moving jobs closer to
where employees live. However, telecommuting potentially could contribute to sprawl by making it possible for
people to live in outlying residential areas and still have ready access to employment.

Telecommuting Alternatives
A variety of telecommuting arrangements may be pursued as an alternative to working within the head office.
These include the following:
Work at Home: This is the most commOI'l and least expensive form of telecommuting, and it is a very
popular option among employees. It may involve some start-up costs to retrofit the home office, such
as the purchase of a computer and related office machines but many tasks don~ require such equipment.
Satellite Work Center: This option involves the establishment of a satellite office within closer
proximity to a group of employees than the main office. These telecommuters may then work at the
satellite office, thereby substantially reducing their commute time. Satellite work centers differ from
branch offices. 'Nhich are aimed at establishing a presence in a certain area rather then reducing commute

times. The federal govemment, for example. has established a satellite office in Hagarstown, Maryland,
so employees in that region can avoid the strenuous commute into Washington, D.C. Some employers
have set up satellite offices in other states and even other countries.
Neighborhood Work Center: In this arrangement. telecommuters with different employers work at
a neighborhood work center and share resources. such as clerical help, communications equipment,
photocopying and office supplies. There are at least three neighborhood work centers in operation in
the United States: the Washington State Telewori< Center. the Ballard Neighborhood Work Center in the
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state of Washington. and the Hawaii Telework Center. Although more diff10Jk and costly to set up.
neighborhood work cen~ers are easier to sell in concept to management, perhaps be<:ause they ~
closely resemble the tradiional offiCe.

Start-up Issues
The process of setting up a telecommuting program is similar to the TDM planning process; however, some
issues are unique to telecommuting. Telecommuting may require a change in management style. especially lor
supervisors that tend to manage by observation and rely on frequent interactions. Instead. managers must learn
to evaluate the performance of telecommuting employees by the quality. quantity. and timeliness of task<; performed rather than hours spent at the offiCe.

Los Angeles County, for example, trains supervisors of telecommuters to manage by resuks and encourage
frequent communication between supervisors and employees to ensure that tasks and performance expectations
are c1eat1y defined. If an employee fails to meet goals, he or she may lose the ptMiege to telecomn-AAe. Generaly, successfiA ~ are high perfooners. are self-rnolivated, and have stroog tme management sl<ils.
In addition to resistance from management. employers may also face resistance to telecommuting from labor
unions. Some labor unions initially may have problems with decentralizing the workforce and the piecework
orientation of some telecommuting programs. Other potential barriers to telecommuting are zoning laws, tax
laws, and occupational safety issues. Zoning, for example, restricts work-at-home arrangements through regulations governing "home occupations." Such restrictions are primarily intended to discourage occupations that
increase traffic, noise, or pollution in the neighborhood.

LA. Coullty Telecommuting
Los Angeles County swrted a telecommuting program in 1989 by allowing 78
ofits 8,500 emplayees to 1>10rl<at home. In less than two years, the number of
telecommuters grew to more than I 00 employees. 'klecommuting helped LA.
County comply with oir quality requirements and boosted employee prodvcrivity ratings by 64 percent. The county anticipates additional savings on office
space and employeeparking subsidies.
Source: California Department ofTransportation, 7e1ecommuting: A Guide
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In Florida and many other states. telecommuters are covered by workman's compensation at their home office
during the hours they have agreed to telecommute. Therefore, the home office must meet workplace safety
standards proscribed by workman's compensation laws. If workman's compensation is applicable to
telecommuters, the telecommuting agreement must contain a checkl~t stating that the home work site meets
safety standards in such areas as ventilation, lighting. and fire escapes.

PARKING MANAGEMENT
Parking management is a set of strategies used to balance the supply and demand for parking. It is one of the
most powerful tools available for affecting mode choice. Local governments influence parking through policies in
the comprehensive plan, parking requirements in the zoning code, and capital improvement programs related to
municipal parking garages and lots. Some communities use zoning as leverage and offer regulatory incentives.
such as reduced off-street parking requirements, in retum for developer-sponsored TDM programs or contribu·
tions to a TDM trust fund. Others establish limits on the total number of parking spaces within a major employment area, usually downtown, as part of a program to increase carpooling af\d transit ridership. Increased meter
rates and reduced time limits for on-street parking are a few other strategies that influence parking demand.
Employers can manage parking by designating the most desirable spaces for use by carpoolers and vanpoolers. or

SunBank's Parking Pragram
Sun&n~ ond the Oo.oll'lto'M'l Orlando Ji'ansj)OI'fatjon MonogementAssoci<Jb'on

(DOTMA)\\oOI'k together to decrease the parl<ing demand for SunBonk's employees. Because only hal(ofthe roughly I.000 employees are able to ~nd parf<jng
in the SunBonk Centergarage. the DOTMA offers several TOM incentives. One
program allows certain employees. including carpoolers and the disabled. to be
placed on a waiting list foro reserved parking spoce in the SunBank Center
garage. Once the space becomes available, SunBank pays nearly 40 percent of
the employee's parking (ee, including tax. Anotherprogrom. tire Centroplex
Porl<'n Ride, encourages employees to pari< in o nearby garage which is connected to the Sun&nk Center via o free shuttle bus. As an added incentive co
rideshare ond conserve energy, SunBank offers to poy the porking fees (or those
employees who CO/POol to the Cenrroplexgarage. but only pays 50 percent of
the fees for those employees who drive alone.
Source: Angela Gallogly, Sun Bank . Phone Interview.
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by subsicriZing employees who commute to work by an akemative mode. Employers also might incre<~Se parking
charges lor drive·alone commuters or neduce pariQng ~ for carpoolers and vanpoolers. In any parking
management program. it is important to recognize that a convn~J:er's decision to drive alone, carpool, vanpool,
or use mass lranSl is ~ inlluenced by the cost, availabiity. and cO<M:Oienc.e of parl<ing.

Cost of Parking
Commuters travel in their own vehicles, in part. because many employers o!fer free or subsidized parking. Free
employee parking is among the most dosely guarded employee benefrts, especially in suburban areas. Many
commuters see free parking as a right, not a privilege, and many employers are reluctant to use parking controls
as a TDM IOol. In downtown areas, employers may offer free parking to lure new employees or as a compo·
nent of an overall employee benefits package.
Preferential treatment of single occupant vehicle commuters lhrough subsidies and free parking reinforces the
drive-alone cornmu:e and discOLr.JgeS use of public transit or participation in ridesharing programs. TDM experts
agree !hart free parking is the greatest deterrent to rideshating and transit use. Altematively, research deMy shows
!hart when employees are charged lor parl<i:1g. they alter their drilling behal.ior and fewer commute alone to

work. The number of solo drivers decreased 81 percent after a Los Angeles office development required its
commuters 10 pay for parking.•
Encouraging TDM through parking management benefits the employer or developer by substantially reducing the
need 10 build more parl<ing spaces. It costs a minimum of $1.000 per space to build a surface parking space,
$5,000 to $10,000 per space for an above ground deck, and $20,000 per space for underground parking.
There are also on-going costs lor maintaining and operating parking lots. Often, employer expense associated
with parking is hidden within a commercial lease, so an employer may be unaware of how much parking actually
costs. Even when the actual costs are known, they generally can be written off for tax purposes as a cost of doing

business. Nonetheless, employers continue to spend a considerable amount of money on parking programs.
particularly as compared to the amount spent on ridesharing programs.

Availability of Parking
Commuter decisions are directly affected by the availability of parking. The lack of adequate parking at park-andride lots and transit stops encourages employees to drive their vehicles to the worksite. Time delays and added
costs associated with inadequate availability of parking also can be deterrents to the use of public transportation
and alternative modes. The end result is increased reliance on the single occupant vehicle, traffic congestion, and
increased air quality problems.
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Convenience of Parking
Pari<ing convenience also influences commuter travel behavior and frequently is associated with location and
number of available pari<ing spaces. Parking is often viewed as a status wmbol, w~h the best spaces allocated to
managers and tlhe most-valued (highest-paid) employees. Where pari<ing is scarce or less convenient, employees
may have to arrive early at tlhe worksite to secure a parl<ing space.
Programs that provide preferential parking spaces or reduced parking rates for carpools and vanpools are effective
in promoting carpool participation and increase average vehicle occupancy. particularly in high density employment centers where tlhe supply of pari<ing is lim~ed. Pricing structures and parking restrictions can be effective
tools for employers who want to encourage participation in rideshare programs. By offering preferential parking
to those who rideshare. employers encourage commuters to choose ridesharing over driving alone.

Employer Strategies
Employers have three common parking management strategies they can use to influence transportation demand.
These include parking pricing. preferential parking, and employee transportation allowances:
Pari<ing Pricing: Parking pricing applies cost and subsidies as tools to change the way a commuter
chooses to travel to tlhe worksite. Because it has a direct effect on the employee's wallet, pari<ing pricing
plays an effective role in influencing commuter behavior. Parking pricing policy is generally flexible and is
used to meet a number of employer objectives. Employers might increase tlhe parking charges for drivealone commuters or reduce parking charges for carpoolers and vanpoolers. Fees collected then can be
used to offset tlhe cost of the company's TOM program.
Preferential Parking: Employers and developers can reserve tlhe most desirable parking spaces for
ridesharing vehicles as an incentive for participation in a rideshanng program.
Employee Transportation Allowances: Employers can provide financial assistance to employees for
their round-trip work-site commute. This involves employer distribution of a pre-<letermined dollar
amount to subsidize all or part of the employee's commuting costs. If employers regard the drive-alone
commute as a less desirable choice and reflect this belief in the level of subsidy, employees are more
likely to consider other transportation alternatives.

HOVLANES
High occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes are specially dedicated lanes on highways and otlher commuting conridors
that are reserved for vehicles carrying more than one person. Dedicating traffic lanes for vehicles carrying two or
more people expands roadway capacity and reduces travel time. HOV lane users experienced a 6 percent
reduction in travel time and users of general purpose lanes experienced a 2 to 3 percent reduction in travel
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time! HOY lanes are also referred to as diamond lanes, commuter lanes, and authorized vehicle lanes.'• An
HOY 2+ designation refers to vehicles carrying two or more persons, while an HOY 3+ requirement refers to
vehicles with three or more persons.

Types of HOY lanes
Determining the appropriate type of HOY facility for a given area depends on the resources available to construct

'

and enforce HOY lanes, the phY,si~~l. constraints or the right-of-way, and the spedfiC goals outlined in an overall
: '" ..;
.
TOM plan. There are four basic ty.pes of HOY lanes currently in operation:
Separated HOY Lanes: These lanes are physically separated from other travel lanes, usually by
concrete barriers, median strips, or guard rails, and can be developed within existing roadway rights-ofway. Generally, these lanes are inbound lanes in the moming and outbound lanes in the aftemoon, with
accompanying signs and barriers identifying the direction of flow.
Concurrent Flow Lanes: These are lanes adjacent to existing travel lanes and are not separated from
the general traffic lanes by a physical barrier. ' ' HOY lanes are closest to the median and are separated
fnom the general purpose travel lanes by a solid white line.
O pposing Flow or Contraflow Lanes: Traffic on these lanes travels opposite the directional flow of
the highway. These lanes are separated from other lanes by cones or other easily-removable barriers.
Generally, these lanes are closest to the median and operate only during peak periods. For example.
during peak periods, the outbound lane closest to the median is mari<.ed off by a series of pylons attached
by poles to holes drilled in the road surface.
Exclusive HOY Roadways: Only HOY vehicles can use exclusive HOY roadways, which require their
own rights-of-way. Because of the high costs involved, exclusive HOY roadways are usually developed
by local transit authorities for the exclusive use of buses.

Hours of Operation
HOY facility planners determine the hours of operation according to three variabl<!s: traffic congestiqn, type of
facility, and directional traffic distribution. Generally, off-peak volumes that vary little from peak-hour volumes
require that HOY restrictions remain in effect for longer periods of the day. The more physically separated the
HOY lane, the longer it tends to be operated as an HOY-only lane. The three most common sets of hours of
operation strategies for HOY lanes are:
24-Hour Operation: Designated lanes function in an HOY capacity with vehicles traveling in the same
direction for the entire day.
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Seattle's "HERO" Program
Rrst introduce<! in 1984. Seattle's "HERO" program is a cooperative effort
by Washington's Metro, the Department of Transportation and the State
Patrol w hich enables motorists to aid police in HOY lane enforcement.
Motorists who spot violators write down the vehicle description and license
plate number. time and location of the infraction, and convey the information to the police via a special phone number posted at regular intervals
along HOY routes. First-time offenders receive an informational brochure
about HOY lanes: second time offenders receive a letter from the state
DOT: and third time offenders receive a letter from the state highway
patrol. If reports indicate a pattern of violations in a particular area or at a
particular time, the highway patrol " All adjust its enforcement to re<luce this
violation rate. H. a result of the program, the percentage of second time
violations has dropped to only 6 percent and the percentage of third and
fourth time violations has dropped below I percent. This has also proven
to be a cost-effective enforcement strategy which allows highway patrol
officers to concentrate valuable resources in other areas of enforcement.
Source: Fact Sheet. Seattle's Metro; 1992.

Peak Period Only Operation: HOY facilities operate during morning and afternoon peak periods
only.
Morning-ln . Afternoon-Out Operation: D uring morning hours (usually starting at 6:00 a.m.) the
lanes are reserved for HOYs heading inbound to an area such as downtown. During the noon hour, the
lanes are reversed. and from the time the switch is completed until some hour in the evening (usually
7:00 p.m.) the lanes are reserved for traffic outbound from downtown.

Enforcement
Typically, the same agency that conducts patrols of a particular roadway is responsible for enforcing the HOY
provisions of that roadway. Three types of enforcement techniques exist:
Dedicated Enforcement: Designated patrols have the sole responsibility of enforcing HOY lane
restrictions.
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Inclusive Enforcement: Patrols enforce HOV lane provisions while carrying out the regular duties.
Often, HOV lane enforcement is lower priority.
Video Monitoring Enforcement: Vodeo cameras mounted over the HOV lane (usually at a bridge
underpass) monitor the front. side, and rear views of each vehicle. The video output is relayed either to
a nearby mobile van whose crew watches the display for lane violators or to a monitoring station where
the information is recorded on videotape.

PEDESTRIAN AND BICYClE TRAVEL AlTERNATIVES
Many TDM techniques are targeted toward redudng automobile use during peak travel times. Nonmotorized
transportation, such as walking and bicycling, has the added advantage of eliminating some automobile trips
altogether. Walking and bicycling are especially effective travel modes for trips of less than five miles. Th~ 1990
Nationwide Personal Transportation Study indicates that 60 percent of all trips are less than five miles long-a
finding that shows ·tremendous potential for nonmotorized transportation. Yet only 7.2 percent of trips by
persons age five and older were walking trips, and only 0. 7 percent were bicycling trips.
Given such potential, why is it that people drive rather than walk or bike? Research suggests that the mode
choice of travelers depends more upon the strength of public policy and government support for developing
alternative modes than upon climate, geography, income, technology, or the degree of urbanization."

Some

U.S. cities with a comm~ment to bicycle planning, for example, have a much higher percentage of bicycle
commuters than the national average: Davis, CA (25 percent); Gainesville, FL ( 10 percent); Boulder, CO (9.3
percent); Eugene, OR (8 percent)."

Benefits of Pedestrian and Bicycle Programs
Nonmotorized transportation offers a variety of benefit. to citizens, businesses, and the broader community.
Bicycling can actually be faster than driving in an urban environment where auto parking is scarce and traffic is
'stop-and-go." Walking is free and bicycling is inexpensive compared to the cost of purchasing and maintaining an
automobile. Walking and bicycling enhance the mobility and independence of students, children, low income
persons, and those having disabilities that interfere with driving. The community as a whole benefits from higher
rates of bicycling and walking in terms of less noise, and, for short trips, walking or bicycling helps reduce a major
source of air pollution-cold start auto emissions."
Companies with commuter bicycling incentive programs can even reduce their health insurance costs, because
regular exercise has been shown to reduce absenteeism due to illness. " Regular bicycling and walking are
excellent exercises, which can reduce stress and increase worker productivity and morale. Companies that
encourage walking and bicycling also reap public relations benefit. by reducing air pollution, noise, and traffic
congestion.
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Federal and State Planning Requirements
The federal lntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 199 1 (ISTEA) established new requirements for
statewide and metropolitan transportation planning. Both the state and metropolitan planning and programming
processes must now address pedestrian and bicycle transportation facilities. The statewide transportation
planning process must include strategies for incorporating transportation facilities for bicyclists and pedestrians into
transportation projects across the state. The result of this effort will be a long range plan for bicyde transportation
and pedestrian walkways. which will be incorporated into the statewide transportation plan.

Planning and Promotional Techniques
The success of bicycle and pedestrian transportation depends upon coordination of land development with
transportation planning. Sprawling, low density development patterns increase the length of trips and thereby
impede the effectiveness of bicycling and walking. The preferred alternative is a complementary mix of land uses,
located d ose together. with sale and convenient bicycle and pedestrian access. This can be achieved through a
comprehensive planning process and land development regulations that support nonmotorized forms of transpor·
tation. Zoning, subdivision regulations, and site plan review all can be tailored to enhance mode choice, including
bicycle and pedestrian opportunities.
Davis (population 55,000) and Palo A~o (population 56,000) are two Cal~ornia communities that have actively
promoted nonmotorized transportation through the local planning and regulatory process. The Gty of Davis
adopted land use principles to ensure that destinations can be reached by short trips. Shopping centers are
prohibited near the freeway and commercial development is encouraged in the downtown area. As a resu~.
downtown remains a key destination that is easily accessible to pedestrians and bicyclists. Palo Alto's zoning code
requires buildings over a certain size to provide secure bicycle parking and shower facil~ies and a smooth pave·
ment policy exists for road resurfacing projects.
The private sector, including land developers. property owners/managers, and employers, can take a variety of
actions to improve the effectiveness and use of bicycling and walking. The physical interface between a development and the streetscape is ci'\JCial, but frequently overlooked. Development design can include crossings,
overpasses or underpasses, and trails that link residential areas, office buildings, and retail centers. Unobstructed
lines of sight, sidewalks. curb cuts, landscaping, or plazas are all examples of design accommodations to encourage
pedestrian travel. Conform~ w~h the Americans w~ Disabil~ies Act offers an excellent opportunity to remove
arch~ectural

barriers.

Employers also can sponsor bicycle rider training courses and f~ness dubs. Bonuses such as $3.00 to $5.00 per
day for non-auto use can be awarded to those employees who choose to include walking and bicycling exercise
as part of their commute.
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GO BOULDER's Bike Week
Boulder (Co.'orado) established the GO BOULDER program in its vansporttJtion
Master Plan to promote safe and convenient transportation alternatives to the
auromobile. In 1992, GO BOULDER's onnuoiBike-ro-Viork Day attracted 7,000
bicycle commuters. Festivities included workshops on bicycle maintenance and a
popular race in which bicyclists, transit riders, and motorists competed against
eoch other for the shortest commute time. The success ofGO BOULDER is
attributed to the integratioo of bicycling into the transportation planning process.
Source: Mary Catherine Snyder. ' GO BOULDER's Bike Week DravJS Record
Riders". The Surface Transportation Policy Project Bulletin. Vol. I I. September
1992 .

Linking walking and bicycling facilities with trans~ stations effectively extends the service range of all three modes.
Groningen, Netherlands, provides large-scale, covered bicycle parking facilities at train stations. One such facility
serves thousands of bicycle commuters each day. Phoenix is a successful example of combining bicycle with bus
travel. What began as a six-month demonstration project in 199 1 for equipping buses with bicycle rad<s has now
spread system wide to the entire fleet of buses. Present usage has averaged 700 baardings per day."
A concept known as 'traffic calming" can promote alternative transportation by increasing safety of the shared
roadway facilil)l. Techniques generally include roadway design alterations, restrictive speed limits, or

prohib~ing

automobile access during certain times of day." A traffic cifC\Jiaoon design used successfully in a number of cities,
including Boston and Davis, California, is the "traffic cell." This consists of "a ring road system of cell boundaries
that can be freely crossed by nonmotorized and public transport modes, but not private vehicles:•• Traffic cells
give priority to nonmotorized and public transportation over the automobile.
Bicycle and pedestrian trails play a vital role in the development of nonmotorized transportation by providing a
place for adults and children to practice bicycling skills. Many who bicycle for travel purposes originally discovered
~potential

through recreational use. The new 47-mile Pinellas Trail in Pinellas County, Florida, is a widely

popular facility. A survey of 967 trail users in November I 993 indicated that 35 percent of the respondents use
the trail some of the time for wor1<, school, or shopping trips. Eight percent of the survey respondents use the
trail for work trips, and another eight percent use the trail for school trips. Sixty percent of these commuters use
the Pinellas Trail five times per week.••
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Orlando's Model land Development Regulations
The City o(Orlando, F/crida, prepared MOOeiBicycle/Pedestrion l.ond
Development Regulatio.'>S (or communities to use os a guide in changing their
codes to promote bicycle/pedestrian friendly develapment. The new regulations include options (or densityfintensity bonuses in exchange (or bicycle/
pedesvion amenities, stondords (or employee shoher prcwisions, minimum
requirements (or the development o(multi-modo/ use roadways, ond parking
stondords.
Source: Orlando Urban Area Metropolitan Planning Organization, Bicycle/
Pedestrian Program. Mcde18icyclel Pedestrian l.ond Development Regulations. (May 1991 ).

Proficient adu~ cyclists ride an average of 12-20 miles per hour, which makes sidewalk riding dangerous to
pedestrians and frustrating to cyclists. The development of bike paths where right-of-way is available is one
effective a~ernative. However. retrofitting the existing street system to safely accommodate both motorists and
cyclists maximizes the travel potential of bicycling. Design approaches to accomplish this are being substantially
improved.

Commuters of the Future
Attitudes toward the desirability of a~emative travel modes are shaped early in life. f or example. a child chauffeured to school and other activ~ies until learning to driive may hesitate to try ~rnative fOtms or transportation.
Because children are commuters ol the future. ~ is important to teach them about transportation akernatives."'
Under a grant from the Florida Department or Transportation, the Florida Traffic and Bicycle Safety Education
Program at the University of Florida promotes bicycle and pedestrian transportation for short commute trips,
such as home-to-school. This is partly achieved through safety education. The Florida program is considered
one of the best in the nation in training children to be predictable and competent in traffic. !'<; children practice
safety principles of bicycling and walking. this future generation will know how to walk and bicycle effectively and
will place priority on well-designed walking and bicycling facil~s in their commun~s."
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IHDLLIGENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
ISTEA authorized $660 million in federal funding over the next six years for research and development of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS). Proponents of ITS say it will increase safety. iieduce congestion, increase mobility,
improve environmental quality, improve economic productivitt, and contribute to a "viable and profitable' high-

tech economy in the United States.» However, little is known about the implications of these technologies for
TDM.

What is ITS?
The first federally-funded operational test of the ITS concept in the United States was TravTek, conducted in
Orlando from March 1992 to March 1993. In TravTek, drivers could rent an automobile equipped with an invehicle unit that displayed an electronic map. Drivers could input their destination before they began their
joumey. The in-vehicle unit planned the fastest route and gave driving directions using the map display and a
synthesized voice.

ITS in Boston
Sm<JrtRoute Systems, Inc. operates a traffic informction cenrerwhich s~rves the

Boston metropolitan area. The center receives real-rime information about traffic
conditions on major roods (ram video cameras placed at strategic locations and
from drivelS who tra•tel the rood netv,orkand report lxlck to the centervio ceflu!or
phone. Any person in the 8osron metro area con cofl the 5mortRoute telephone

informctioo hotline and receive o recorded message describing cor.ditions on a
specific rood IM!en the caller enters the route number for that rood. The center
receives an average of 2.000 calls per day.
5martRoure Systems reports chat calls to its hotline increase considerably during
lxld """'ther. The Massachusetts Boy li'ansitAuthority also reports that transit use
increases during those some p~riods. A survey cor.ducred among hotline users
indicates that 30 percent ofcallers frequenrly change time, route, or mode of

travel due to information protided l7y the hotline.
Source: SmartRoute Systems, Inc... The Smart Traveler Operational Test:
Early Findings.
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Not all ITS projects involve in-vehicle devices. Any use of mobile communications and information processing
technologies in transportation applications can be classified as ITS. Consider these other ITS applications:
Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL): Devices mounted on vehicles continuously broadcast a signal to
a central receiver. From measuring these signals, the central receiver can determine the location of the
vehicles as they travel throughout the road network. Transit agencies and trucking companies use AVL
systems to keep track of their vehicles and dispatch route assignments more efficiently.
Smart Cards: These cards contain a tiny microchip in a card the size of a credit card which can store
values in memory and perfonn complicated processing functions. These cards can be used for fare
payment on transit systems or toll payment on toll roads and can vary the fee charged. Fares and tolls
can vary according to any number of criteria: time of day, type of user (e.g. elderly, student, low-income), pollution emitted, or severity of congestion on the facility.
Traffic Signal Control: Computer software that controls the timing of traffic signals can synchronize
the signals so that all vehicles through the road netwO<k move more quickly. The controlling software
can be linked to sensor> in the pavement that monitor how many car> are waiting at a light and adjust the
traffic signal times accordingly.
Traffic Information Systems: Loops embedded in pavement, video surveillance cameras, and other
sensO<S can be used to determine severity of traffic conditions throughout a road network. This information can be stored in a central location and disseminated to travelers via a variety of media: television and
radio reports, variable message signs, telephone hotlines. even personal computers.
Electronic Toll Collection (ETC): Small, portable devices (called "transponders" or "tags") mounted
on vehicles exchange signals with a receiver installed at a toll plaza. When the driver first obtains the tag
from the toll agency, a deposit is placed on the card for tolls in the future. When the driver drives
through the toll plaza, the system automatically debits an account balance S\Ofed in the tag. ETC systems
are operating on toll roads in Texas, Oklahoma, f lorida, New York. Louisiana, Colorado, Georgia and
Illinois. Toll authorities in Cal~ornia, Mas<Jachusetts, Maryland, New jersey and Kansas are planning to
install ETC systems.

ITS and TDM
ITS was conceived as a way to increase the capacity of the nation's transportation system. State transportation
officials consider ITS a favorable aaemative to building more roads to meet rapidly increasing transportation
demand. Automotive manufacturers are enthusiastic about ITS, because it can alleviate traffic congestion which
was decreasing the value of the private automobile. Aerospace, communications. and electronics manufacturers
see ITS as a way to survive the era of defense downsizing.
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As described by an industry advocacy group in 1990, the main beneficiary of ITS is the driver of a private car.
Recommended routes did not include traveling by carpools, vanpools, transit, or other high-occupancy vehicles.
There was no provision for using ITS technology to improve the efficiency of trans~. Over the years, however, in
response to criticism from environmental groups, ITS proponents gradually have expanded the concept to include
transit and other high-occupancy modes.
Today, TOM is the focus of several areas of ITS research, as identified by the U.S. Department of Transportation.
The USDOT plans to fund research in ITS technologies that improve transit, _measure the impact of ITS on air
quality, and deliver traffic and trans~ information to a traveler before makirig his mode choice.

TDM Applications
ITS technologies can be applied in a variety of ways to advance TDM objectives. These include congestion
pricing, dynamic ride matching, traveler information services,- and advanced public transportation systems.

(tlngestitm Priting
In congestion pricing, the tolls drivers are charged vary by the severity of congestion on that road. Congestion
pricing does not require high-tech equipment such as smart cards or transponders. However, electronic toll
collection makes it easier to vary the amount of toll according to current-traffic conditions.
Toll authorities can practice congestion pricing simply by charging higher tolls in geographic areas or during times
of day known to have severe congestion. Toll author~ies can also give discounts to carpools and other HOVs.
Charging higher tolls in downtown areas is called "condon pricing" and is practiced, without high-tech equipment,
in Singapore, Great Britain, and Noro.vay.
The first toll road in the world to combine congestion pricing w~h electnonic toll collection will be built in the
median of the Orange County Riverside Freeway, also known as State Read 9 1 in Cal~omia. The toll road will
have two electronic toll lanes and two discount lanes for high-occupancy. vehicles. The existing eight-lane freeway
will continue to operate as a ''free" road. Surveillance cameras and other sensors will determine the severity of
congestion on both the free and toll roads; toll amounts will increase with the severity of the congestion on the
free road. The ETC system and integrated variable message signs are capable of charging tolls as high as $9.99
for the 10-mile trip. This project is expected to open by the end of 1995.

/Jytl11mit Rid11 Mflltlt/ng
TMOs currently use sothvare to analyze commuters' home and work locations to find probable matches for
carpooling. ITS technologies take this matching process one step further by matching carpoolers on the day of
their journey. TMOs can even use a cred~ system, crediting the carpool driver's account and debiting the rider's
account.
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Traffic management centers also can contribute to reducing demand by informing the potential SOV user of
current traffiC congestion and transit and rideshare alternatives. A federally-funded ITS operational test in Bellevue,
Washington, reports that 2.2% of commuters

a~er their

mode of choice as a resu~ of timely, accurate traffic

information received through radio and television."

ITS technologies can substantially improve the convenience and efficiency of transit. Smart cards can facilitate
trans~ fare

payment. Telephone hotlines, information displays, and permnal computers can disseminate schedule

information to passengers. and even help them plan their route by transit. An automatic vehicle location system
can inform passengers of the time the bus actually will arrive, instead of when ~ is scheduled to arrive.
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Plan

Haw do total quality management (TQM) and customer service
techniques vvork within TDM programs?
Haw does a TDM program plan for success?
What are the roles a transportation management organization
will assume in different communities?
Haw do trip reduction ordinances vvork to reduce traffic
congestion?
Haw can a TDM program meet the needs oflabor groups,
vvorking parents, diversity in the vvorkplace, and the
transportation disadvantaged?

TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT AND TDM
Successful organizations tend to hold certain planning and management principles in common. These principles
are the basis of the movement called total quality management or TQM. Total quality management requires a
focus on the customer and total involvement of every team member in achieving organizational goals and objec·
tives. It is a process whereby companies or organizations continually strive for better ways to serve their custom·
ers. The objective is not only to improve internally, but also to be better than the oompetition.
Applied to TDM, total quality management means developing better ways to satisfy commuter needs. All
commuters are potential customers of TDM programs. But who is the competition? The primary competition
for TDM programs is the a~emative that attracts commuters away from TDM - the single occupant vehicle.
Attracting commuters as TDM customers requires knowledge of their needs and products or services that target
those needs.
The process for achieving this goal in total quality management is the "Plan-Do-Check·Act" (PDCA) cycle. A
TDM agency would prepare a Plan for getting customers into alternate modes, Do or carry out the plan, Check
to assure that the plan is working. and Act by standardizing the successful program. The cycle then starts over
again with new information. This chapter tells now to incorporate the "Plan-Do-Check-Act" cycle into IDM.

Plan
The cause of traffic problems should first be identified before attempting to select an appropriate strategy. Prob·
!ems and opportun~ies may stem from a variety of sources, so~ is helpful to evaluate issues comprehensively
before taking action. The planning process is a systematic approach for identifying needs, evaluating trends, and
determining the appropriate course of action. Because conditions may change over time. the plan will need to be
monitored and modified as necessary to ensure that~ continues to be effective. The process can be described in
four general steps: Define the Mission; Scan Existing Conditions: Set Goals and Objectives; and Prepare an Action
Plan.

Begin by establishing an advisory or steering committee to guide the planning process, and one individual to
coordinate and direct the process. An employer may designate the company's transportation coordinator: a
local government may designate the local transportation planner; and a Transportation Management Organization
may designate the executive director or chairman of the board. Once established, the planning committee is
ready to define the mobility problem on a general level, establish an organizational mission statement. and
develop a preliminary planning agenda.
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In this step, the committee is brainstorming key issues and building a coalition that will work as a team to define
the problem in more detail and eventually develop solutions. Issues identified may be as general as downtown
congestion during rush hour or a serious traffic bottleneck for employees entering or exiting the employment site.
Once the basic problem or set of problems is defined, the planning process is set into motion.

Step .Z: Sllllllxislillg C.11ditions
This step helps focus the process of setting goals and objectives. Management by fact is a core concept in the
process. A wide variety of data--nonfinancial and financial-·are used to guide a TOM program's course of action
toward beneficial results. Data collection should be focused on gathering relevant information to help determine
what commute alternatives are appropriate for the area. To fully describe the problem, you will need to collect
information on commuter characteristics, behavior, and attitudes; physical characteristics of the s~e; transportation
infrastructure and performance ; and transportation services and amenities.

Commuter characteristics include demographics, job types, and travel patterns. Travel behavior issues include
current mode share, average vehicle OCOJpancy, peak hour conditions, time and frequency of trips, and awareness
of atternative modes options. Data on existing commuter aMudes of traffic congestion and alternatives can

identify commuter willingness or propensity to use commute atternatives.
S~

characteristics to be collected include surrounding land use patterns, growth projections, locations of build-

ings, parking faciley type and usage rates, parking costs, and shower and bicycle storage facilities. It also can
include information about the employers in the area including operating hours, business type, etc.
Transportation infrastructure data would include highways, their operating condition (e.g., level of service), high
occupancy vehicle lanes, tolls and other pricing strategies, location of transit stops, access points. park and ride
lots, bikepatns and $idewalks.
Transportation services and amenities inclvde the type and frequency of transit service, transit providers, commuter assistance services, and marketing.
Despite their importance, however, individual facts do not vsually provide a sound basis for action or priorities.
Action depends upon understanding the cavses and effects of these conditions on travel behavior. Analysis of these
conditions.will help determine what approaches or strategies would motivate commvters to use an alternative to

the single occupant vehicle and what results could be reasonably expected. The approach actions may have
organizational and/or resource implicalions. The results may have many programmatic, cost, and revenue
implications as well. Both types of actions will be reflected in the goals and objectives of tne program.

Step 3 • Seltiotlls 1111d Ob/etllves
The Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle calls for the primary goal setting effort to begin after data collection and analysis. If
goals and objectives are developed too early, they can bias the planning process by focusing data collection efforts
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on proving that early assumptions about the problem were correct. Goals describe desired results. and objectives specify measurable techniques for achieving those results.
Establish benchmarks. Goals and objectives are not destinations, but paths for continuous improvement. Therefore, setting goals and objectives requires a basis for measuring progress. Identify the practices of leading TOM
programs and use this information to establish benchmarks for your program. A benchmark is a measurable
objective. For example. if model TOM programs have achieved a 40 percent voluntary participation rate among
major employers within their service area, then this could serve as a benchmark to measure the effectiveness of
your strategies for achieving voluntary participation.
Exposure to alternative approaches and establ~hment of benchmarks helps encourage creativity and represents a
clear challenge to "beat the best." rat11er than only gradually refining the existing approach. These benchmarks will

seNe as performance measures and provide the basis for making program recommendatioos. They will establish
realistic expectations and parameters for measuring quality performance based upon tl1e best practices in the field.
They will also provide a common language for assessing the performance of TOM programs.

The action plan goes beyond goals and objectives to specify how objectives will be achieved. It should establ~h:
•

how t11e program will operate, including both products and services

•

who the principle customers will be and their special needs

•

procedures for maintaining quality and customer seNice

•

ot11er factors important to t11e TOM program, (e.g.. new directions for the program, changes in
the local environment. new partnerships, etc.).

This step of the planning process requires a detailed description of who is responsible for carrying out each
objective and the specific actioos that must take place. A single objective may need to be addressed through
several different strategies. Timelines also should be set and measures of effectiveness developed to use in
mon~oring progress.

The TOM team should also establish a timeline for updating the plan.

Do
This step involves carrying out the action plan and will involve a substantial amount of public relations and persua·
sion. Outreach is crucial to the effectiveness of any TOM effort. Meet with those most able to make things
happen. This might include the top managers of major area employers, local planning directors, executive
directors of the area metropolitan planning organizatioo and regional planning council, elected officials, and active
citizen organizations. Learn what people are concerned about and develop your arguments in advance. Show
how your program can benefit the individual or group that you want to involve. Use the media effectively. and
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find ways of publicly rewarding th<l<ie who participate. Make participation fun wherever p<l<isible through compe·
titions or organized recreational activities. Most importantly. involve your customers. They will be the most

effective resource for selling the benefits of TDM and encouraging others to participate.

Tits lmporlante of Customer Servite

.

Many public agencies evaluate the effectiveness of TDM based upon the type of strategies used, the location of the
site, and the resources allocated to the program. What is too often overlooked is the role of customer service in
program success. The primary purposes of TDM promotional campaigns are to increase awareness, foster
interest. and facilitate inquiry. The near-term goal is to get the commuter to come in the front door. After that,

Table 4
Customer Needs and the Role of the Transit or TDM Agency

Knows little or nothing about the trans~

Increase awareness, establish credibility,
and offer agency services.

Inquires about the transit agency's services

Be prepared to identify the features of the
products and services and translate them
into benefrts for the customer. Respond
promptly and with understanding.

Raises objections

Anticipate objections and build value by
addressing custoerner needs.

Is ready to make a decision about his or her
commute habrts

Make it easy to make the decision to use a
non-SOV mode. Promote trial use of a
mode or provide transit passes on site and
ask the customer to make the final decision.

Refuses to buy at this time

Makes the decision to use non-SOY mode

Is a satisfied customer

Politely express appreciation for consideration and offer to help in the future if the
need arises. Keep in touch.
Reinforce the buying decision irneediately.
For example, talk about the money and
vehicle wear and tear that will be saved.
Remind them about tl1e features of the
guaranteed ride home program.
Turn customers into goodwill ambassadors
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customer service must drive the organization. In Service America, Kart Albrecht and Ron Zemke advise that:
"Three key facts about customer loyalty are that it is circumstantial. ~ is fragile, and it is fleeting."' A strong
customer service orientation will help bring commuters into the TDM program and keep them there.
The objectives of quality customer service are: to meet or exceed customer needs and wants to retain existing
customers and to develop new customers. For TDM. quality customer service focuses on what commuters
want and need. helps them select the best options. and reinforces their decisions.
Poor customer service can devastate a TDM program for several reasons. Customers are more likely to tell
others about bad service than good service. A U.S. Office of Consumer Affairs study. Consumer Complaint
Handling in America, shows that customers are five times more likely to switch companies because of perceived
service problems than for problems related to price or product quality. It is also far more expensive to obtain a
new customer than to retain an existing customer. For example, a loyal transit or vanpool rider w ho pays an
average of $ 1 per trip could be expected to pay about $500 per year in revenue.

Figure 10

The Plan-Do-Check-Ad Cycle
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Check
This step addresses the need to check progress of the program toward meeting planned objectives. The overall
plan should be continuously monitored to ensure that it is responsive to customer needs. This involves clearly
documenting how well the existing program is working, its financial performance, and issues related to the
internal decision process.

Assns llt8 Prti{Jrtrm

An important step to continuous improvement is to clearly document the existing process that your TDM
programs follow to get results. Evaluate work now, organization, and contributions of each part of the process.
This helps foster innovation and creative approaches to better organizing and carrying out the program. Other
issues to be evaluated include opportunities to dive~ services and establish new partnerships, locations, and
markets. Identify lessons learned from previous experience or available research. Determine progress toward
meeting the organization's benchmarks. Compare the program against others that serve a~ models in the field
and a.sess it against their best practices.

Assns FlntrndalPetfti11111TIIte
Assessing program effectiveness also involves examining financial performance. TOM programs should demonstrate the connection between quality, operational performance, and financial performance. It is important to
recognize. however, that financial performance may not have a clear relationship to quality or operational perfor·
mance. Short-term improvements in efficiency may be affected by a variety of factors. Accounting practices may
inflate or deflate financial gains. Location or market environment may bias measures of efficiency. For example, a

TOM program serving a high density, bedroom community 30 miles from downtown and partially served by high
occupancy vehicle lanes would show significantly higher reductions in vehicle miles of travel than a similar program near the central city. The time interval between quality improvement and improvement in OV'lrall cost·
effectiveness will vary across TOM programs.

'

Assess Work Enrironmenl
Breakthroughs in performance of the TOM program are more likely to come in programs that encourage
innovation and creativity in all aspects of decisionmaking. Successful TDM programs encourage "breakthrough"
thinking as they direct activities toward an objectives, and avoid overreliance on standard operating procedures.
Success lies in building customer relationships and enhancing service quality-both of which depend heavily on
creativity. Well-defined techniques tend to be more useful for reducing or preventing errors. A TDM program is
no different than other businesses . it is as good as its people. It is essential to examine how employees are
involved in the organization from training to planning. This includes activities directed by employee transportation
coordinators (ETCs).
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Act
This step in the cyde refer; to the need to act on findings of the program evaluation. If a set of strategies and
actions has been effective, then the TOM team should act to standandize them to ensure their continued use in
the future. If problems have been identified, changes or new strategies should be considered. Strategies
proposed in the plan may not be meeting goals or objectives. or the TOM program may be losing to the competition. Whatever the problem may be. it is necessary to review, with new facts and information, what has
caused the action plan to fail or fall short of expectations. It is essential to act on this new information and
redefine or modify the program as indicated.
Whether the decision is made to standardize or revise the program. the team should begin the cycle again with
new information. The key is to never to assume that the job is done. Instead. accept that change is inevitable
and continually strive for new and better ways to meet customer needs. This brings the planning process full
cirde. The entire process involves taking a broad VIew of a particular problem and then systematically refining and
addressing the issue until it is resolved. By building on the wori< already completed in previous steps. the TOM
effort remains focused, manageable, and much more likely to achieve its aim.

TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATIONS (TMOs)
Transportation Management Organizations (TMOs), also known as Transportation Management Associations
(TMAs). have emerged as a new approach to addressing transportation needs.> TMOs are grass-roots organizations formed to address mobility needs in major activity centers. They provide a forum through •Nhich building
ovmers, merchants, developers. policymakers, and public sector agencies can act collectively to establish pro ·
grams. policies, and services that resolve local and regional transportation problems. There are now more than

I00 TMOs nationwide.
The private sector role in TMOs stems from the realization that the business community can have an enormous
influence on the success of TOM programs. Employers have a vested interest in assisting employees with
programs that improve or enhance commuting needs. The public sector can adopt plans, policies, and regulations that adlvance TOM in both the private sector and the community at large. The success of a TMO is ultimately the responsibility of the private and public sector members who govern the organization.

A number of articles and books on TOM strategies have been written by TMO practitioner; and transportation
professionals on developing a TMO. However, no one strategy will work for everyone. The funding mechanisms, purpose, member;hip. and size of each TMO must be tailored to f~ local needs.
FOOT is encouraging TMO formation in Florida by providing seed funding for the first three years of operations.
There are currently 12 TMOs in Florida: Westshore (Tampa), Tampa Downtown. University North Transportation ln~iative (Tampa), Gateway Transportation ln~iative (St. Petersburg and Clearwater). Downtown St. Petersburg, Ca~l City (Tallahassee). Dovvntov;n Orlando , University/Alafaya Corridor Transportation Authority
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(Orlando), Downtown West Palm Beach, Downtown Ft. Lauderdale. SoBe (South Miami Beach), and Civic
Center (Miam~. These TMOs provide a variety of services such as rideshate matching assistance, employer bus
subscriptions. shuttles, and guaranteed ride home programs.

Florida TMOs
WestsltDre TMOr
Incorporated in October 1989, the Westshore TMO offiCially began operations in January 1990 in a highly
concentrated urban area comprising over 70,000 employees. Presently, there are limited opportunities for
expanding existing roadways in tl>e area. 1¥. a res.ult, local businesses working through the Westshore TMO have
re<:ognized the need to optimize use of existing transportation infrastfucture. In adMion to traditional ridesharing,
the TMO promotes pedestrian improvements, a noon-time shuttle service, and designated preferential parl<ing
for carpools and vanpools. The TMO staff works closely with the City of Tampa to identify improvements in
traffic signal timing for Westshore intersections. The TMO instituted a guaranteed ride home program for
member employees, which has received enthusiastic praise from commuters.

Tampa DDWIIIDWII TranspDrllltiDn Management OrganizllliDn:
Formed in june 1992, the Downtown Tampa TMO began operating in October of that same year The Oty of
Tampa, the Florida Department of Transportation, and the Tampa Downtown Partnership worl<ed together on
various solutions to the problem of downtown traffic congestion. Currently. ~offers several programs: a downtown commuter center, a Guaranteed Ride Home Program, a commuter club, and '7\wesome Alternatives," a
three day event sponsored by the private and public sector, during which prizes are offered to those participants
who take advantage of alternative transportation modes like transit carpools, vanpools, bicycling or vvalking.

University N11rtlt TrauspDrlllliDn luillalive (UNn):
UNTI was formed in 1994 to serve students, employees, employers, and residents in a service area that includes
the Univers~y of South Florida (USF), portions of North Tampa, and unincorporated Hillsborough County.
UN TI, which is sponsored by the Florida Department of Transportation, the C~ of Tampa, Hillsborough County
and USF. will work to create alliar!Ces vlithin Univers~ North to solve new and existing transportation problems
as the univers~ and the area continue to grow. The Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) administers the program and estimates that 90,000 people, including 36,000 USF students, d(ive in the area dai~.
Services provided by UNTI include rideshare matching, a Guaranteed Ride Home Program, development of a
commuter center at USF, and promotion of altemative modes of transportation to driving alone.

6tdeway TrauspDrlllliDn lnilialive (611):
Started in 1994 as a three-year demonstration project funded complete~ by CMAQ funds, GTI services a 38.5square-mile area in Pinellas County that includes the Gateway Business District. A focus of first year activities has
been a survey to assist employers in identifying their employees' transportation concerns and travel patterns. 1¥. a
result of this survey, GTI has identified a potential carpool market. and is pursuing increasing bus ridership, and a
lunch time shuttle. GTI is preparing to launclh its ridematching service, Guaranteed Ride Home Program,
vanpool program, and a newsletter. The Gatevtay Traveler.
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(Dpiftll tity '/t'tlnspflrlttfifln MtllltlgMHIIIIAss«iflliflll (TtllltlfttiSue):
The Capital City TMA was incorporate<! in 1991 by a public interest forum consisting of FDOT representatives,
local electe<l officials. local business people, Florida State University and representatives of several State agencies.
including Department of Environmental Protection, Department of Management Services. and Department of
Community Affairs (DCA). The service area for the TMA includes about everything inside of Capital Circle. an
area about eight miles across. The TMA is also looking to expand its services. and responds to requests from
office parks and neighborhood groups outside the Current service area. Originally funded by a grant from DCA in

1991 , and later by FDOT District Three, the TMA currently receives funding from the Tallahassee l eon County
Metropolitan Planning Organization, using ISTEA Surface Transportation Program allocations. The Capital City
TMA offers ridematching and trans~ information. ETC support and training, a Guarantee<! RJde Home Program.
and telecommuting program support. The TMA is also involved in research for an express shuttle system which
will serve downtown Tallahassee.
~WIIftiWII th'IDndtl Trtlnsptlrltlliflll Mflnt1gemtmt Asstllitllifln:

The Downtown O rlando TMA was formed in October 1990 in response to a DRJ recommendation. The
Greater Orlando Chamber of Commerce and the community re<levelopment agency came together to discuss
ways of preventing transportation problems in the downtown area. Unlike many cities. Orlando has an abundance of parl<ing downtown, with over 80 percent of downtown businesses offering free pari<ing. TMA staff
promote van pooling, ridesharing. alternative work hours. and transportation allowances. In its first year of
operation. the TMA conducted a survey of downtown employees and promoted a downtown trolley system. A
challenge facing the TMA is the large percentage of government workers in the downtown work force.

Unwersity/A!DffiYfl tt~"id11r TrDnsptHttlfilln Asstlliflfit~n (UitTA):
UACTA formed in September 1989 to address traffic concerns in the area surrounding the University of Central
Florida in Orlando. The University has an enrollment of more than 25.000 students. 24.000 of whom are
commuters. The Central Florida Research Park, a major office park development adjacent to the campus.
employs approximately 12,000 workers. The office park took the lead role in forming the TMO. and the
Research Park Manager serves as Chair. The TMO convince<! University officials to stagger class schedules to help
alleviate congestion on surrounding highways. TMO staff also assisted in forming a shuttle system that transports
commuters to and from the University of Central Florida campus.
~WIIIIIWII West Pttlm lutb TrtlnsptHttllilln MtlntlgtlmentAsstlliflfiflll:

The Downtown Development Authority along w~h employers in downtown West Palm Beach have entered into
a partnership w~h FOOT to form the Downtown West Palm Beach TMA. As the downtown expands w~h the
opening of more than three quarters of a million square feet for the Palm Beach County Judicial Building. the new
WPB Police Administration Building. the Florida HRS Building. the opening of the Palm Beach County School of
the Arts, and expansion programs for Good Samaritan Hospital. the business community and the Palm Beach
County MPO are committed to addressing the changing transporlation needs of the area with the Downtown
West Palm Beach TMA.
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Dt1W7IItlwn Ft.ltluderdll/11 Tr11nsptlrlalit1n M11nagement Asst1~i11lit1n:
The Downtown Ft. lauderdale Transportation Management Association was founded in 1992 by then chairman
of the Broward County Commission john Hart. It was formed to address increasing traffic congestion in the
downtown area. The Downtown Development Authority, the Florida Department of Transportation, and the
City of Ft. lauderdale joined their forces in hope of finding unique strategies aimed at enhancing urt:>an mobil~y.
Among the strategies employed by the Ft.lauderdale TMA are a commuter store, a Guaranteed Ride Home
program, a subsidized transit pass program, a lunch-time trolley, and new bus shelters in the Downtown area.

Mlllml8t111cb Trtlnspllrlflllan Management Ass«lalltln:
The Miami Beach TMA was established in 1995 to target specific mobility issues such as parking congestion, and
develop programs to enhance and preserve the economic viability and quality of life in South Beach. Gold Coast
Commuter Services has assisted the City of Miami Beach, local real estate developers, civic organizations, the
Miami Beach Development Corporation and FDOT to form a partnership to address the unique needs of Miami
Beach. The Miami Beach TMA is developing and implementing four major transportation-related programs:
Modification to the exiS1ing Metro-Dade Transit Agency (MDTA) bus system to link various activity centers
thnoughout Miami Beach: a comprehensive bicycle and pedestrian program; a tourist mobility plan designed to
intercept travelers before the rental car counter; and the advocacy for the construction of pari<ing facilities on the
fringe of the historic district.

(/vic (enter Transpt1rlalit1n M11nagement Org11nizalitlfll
In june, 1995, the Civic Center TMO was formed by Gold Coast Commuter Services, under a resolution fnom
the Dade County Commission. The primarily judicial, educational, and medical complex served by this TMO
employs approximately 35,000 people, and is the largest employment center in Dade County. The primary
focus of the TMO's projects will be a transit pass program, a Guaranteed Ride Home program, and a van-pool
initiative sponsored by the Dade County Metropolitan Planning Organization.

Forming A TMO
TMOs are formed for a variety of reasons-to alleviate traffic congestioo in a particular area: to encourage the
private and public sectors to work together at improving mobility; or in response to a trip reduction ordinance or
air quality legislation. Patience, commitment, and motivation are necessary virtues of all parties involved in the
development process, which may ~ke anywhere fnom

s« months to two years or more. If the public sector

takes the lead in forming the TMO, much of the start-up process involves obtaining commitments from the
private sector. If the private sector initiates the process, the start-up process involves obtaining commitments
from public sector representatives and securing funding from available sources.
It is essential that the public and private sectors not only accept the concept of a TMO, but also be involved in
drafting the TMO goals, objectives, and mission statement. Key players need to be fully aware of the nole the
TMO will have within the community and understand the local transportation situation and alternatives that could
make impnovements. The follovving outlines specific actions to be taken and issues to be addressed in developing

a TMO :
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Sears
After their corporate relocation, SealS, Pcebu<:k and Co., enlisted the help ofthe Prairie

Stone vanspottotion Management Association in Glenview Illinois, to create several
tronspottovon programs designed to meet the empfcyee demand for tronspottovon
alternatives. As a result oftheir efforts, emplcyees may now choose from among 14
buses, 47 vonpools, 215 corpooJs, ond four rapid transit lines. Currently, 540 emplcy-

ees ore using transit, about 480 are commuting via the rapid transit routes. 380 vonpool
and 500 corpooJ. h improve the performonce, other programs, like telecommuting,
Pextime, and o guoranreed ride home program, hove been developed. Also, the
building has been supplemented with various amenities including a delicatessen, a
bonk, on insurance office, cleone!S, o shoe repair shop and on outdoor wolking and
running track to try to eliminate the need for employees to drive to v.o:;rk atone.

Source: Rule, Bill. lnte<View. The Prairie Stone TMA. 1994.

Firsi·YIItiT Wt1T/r 1'/1111
A TMO work plan outlines the goals and objectives for the TMO and se<Ves as a guide for the activities
of the organizatioo. Preparation of the TMO worlc plan is the key component of the development phase
and establishment of an operatiooal framework. First-year work plans should include:
Mission Statement: The mission statement should state the reason for the TMO's existence
and outline general goals of the organization.
Goals and Objectives: Goals and objectives should focus on specific targets for first-year
operations. There also should be reference to Florida growth management laws, local trip
reductioo ordinances (if applicable), and air quality regulations.
Marketing Plan: The marketing plan should outline the means for promoting the TMO to the
commuting public and should describe activities to be undertaken by the TMO in advertising and
promotion.
Detailed Budget: The budget should identify potential funding sources and expenditures
necessary to accompl~h the goals of first-year operations. The budget should clearly identify
public and private contributions including in-kind services.
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Services: This section of the wort< plan will describe the services to be offered by the TMQ,
such as rideshare matching. vanpool services, a guaranteed ride home program, and assistance in
development of employer-based TOM measures.
Monitoring and Evaluation: Performance measures must be establ~hed during the first year

to monaor and evaluate the effectiveness of the TMO's programs.

leg11/ SIIIIIIS
TMOs often evolve out of ad hoc groups that move to decide to fonnalize their efforts and create a
public-private partnership. The legal staM of the TMO detennines whether a is able to solicit
non-taxable contribu~ons and undertake lobbying activities. The provisions of the IRS Code rela1ive to
non-profit corporations designate three types of organizations that are applicable to TMOs: 50 I (c)3,
501 (c)4, and 50 1(c)6.

8t111rd 11/ Diretlllrs
TMOs are usually governed by a Board of Directors comprised of public and private sector members,
induding employers, developers, land 0\Vners, building managers, neighborhood associations, and others.
The Board's primary responsibility is to make broad policy decisions. TMOs often employ an Executive
Director to carry out these decisions. The TMO may also employ staff that report to the Executive
Director.

Membership
Membership in the TMOs should be open to a wide variety of organizations. Usually, private sector
members provide financial support to the TMO and have voting representation. These members pay an
annual fee, which entitles them to services outlined by the Board. Public sector agencies usually sit on
. the TMO Board but serve in an ex-officio, non-voting capacity.

F1111ding
Funding for the TMO can come from a variety of sources. k a public-private sector partnership, the
public and private sectors ' viii provide both monetary and in-kind contributions, such as supplies, office
furn~ure. and office space. Membership fees are a dependable source of revenue. In addition, FDOT

administers a TMO grant program to assist in the fonnaoon of TMOs. The U.S. Department of Trans·
portation, through the Federal Transit Administraoon (FTA), offers TMO grants through the Suburban
Mobility Initiatives Program. Additional funding may also be available through various corporate endow·
ments and foundaoons. Although this type of assistance is available, TMOs should try to be financially ff.
sufficient within a few years of formation.
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TRIP REDUmON ORDINANCES
TOM is an effective way for local governments to reduce traffic congestion and improve roadway levels of
service. However, the effectiveness of public TOM programs depends upon private sector participation. Prior to
the 1980s, local governments relied on voluntary participation of the private sector in TOM initiatives. But
voluntary cooperation was diflicu~ to achieve in all but those areas where traffic congestion had already reached
extreme levels. The climate for TOM changed in the 1980s. Increased demand for new roadways and declining
revenue sources often left local governments unable to finance the needed roadway improvements. As a result,
they began to place more emphasis on managing transportation demand. A regulatory alternative that emerged is
the trip reduction ordinance.

A trip reduction ordinance (TRO) is a regulatory tool for mandating participation in TOM. Generally. a TRO
requires certain organizations, such as major employers or developers, to plan and carry out measures aimed at
reducing the number of single occupant vehicle trips generated to and from a given location. In 1984, the first

The Pleasanton TRO
The Oty ofPleasanton's, Coli(omia, !lip reduction ordinance ~nt into effect in
November I984. At the time ofadoption, city officials were concerned about
ropid growth within the city ond its impact on the roocJ..Iay infrastructure. Over the
previous five years, the number o(emp.'oyees in the city more than doubled from
9,000 to 18,500. An analysis of traffic conditions s~d that the roods functioned
well during all periods ofoil the day except for the morning ond afternoon peaks.
The TRO \M:JS drafted by a group of city transportation staffand representatives of
development ond business interests. The g:>ol of the ordinance wos to mointoin peak
hour level-of-service (LOS) at C until after peak period rrips hod been reduced by 45
percent. The ordinance required that oil employers furnish the Otywith on onnuol
survey oftheir employees' commvte habits. The ordinance also required oil employersvith 50 or more employees to develop a TOM pro[Jam. Employers ofthis size
were required to appoint on employee transportation coordinator (ETC) and carry
ovt suggested TOM techniqves. Recommended TOM meosvres inclllded providing
incentives for transit, rideshoring ond non-motorized modes. ond allowing emp.'oyees
to followoltemotivework hour schedules.
Source: California Department of Transportation. A Directory of CaiWornia Trip
Reduction Ordinances.
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two TROs appeared in California- one in l 05 Angeles and the other in Pleasanton. The initial success of these
two initiatives brought TROs into the national spotlight. Today, over 50 TROs are in effect across the country.
Most TROs originated as a way to alleviate traffic congestion in a small geographic area (i.e., downtown). However, some county and regional bodies have enacted area,Nide TROs. New federal legislation has given rise to
regional and even statewide mandates for adoption of TROs. California requires all communities having more
than 50.000 inhabitants to adopt a TRO. Many other areas, including Florida, are beginning to explore the
potential of TROs as a tool for combating traffic congestion. To date, however, no communities in Florida have
adopted a TRO.

Developing a Trip Redudion Ordinance
TROs can be an effective tool for local and regional governments. but they may not be appropriate in all areas.
Most TROs in effect today are in high growth areas where serious congestion and air quality problems exist.
Communities considering enacting a TRO should be aware of the following issues.

lieHing Stamd
There are two typical motivations for enacting a trip reduction ondinance. A TRO may be one of several strategies developed as a part of the TDM planning pr?"ess, or it may be the result of a state or local mandate. What·
ever the motivation, a community should not draft an ordinance without soliciting input from business leaders or
developers. The most effective TROs are generally th05e that involve business leaders and developers in the
planning process, because they are the ones expected to carry out the required TDM strategies. All affected
groups should have an opportunity to participate during the design stage. Otherwise, it will be difficult to achieve
acceptance of the ordinance, either from a political or operational standpoint.
As part of the initial decision making process, it is also necessary to delineate the specific geographic coverage of

the ordinance. In some cases, the ordinance covers the central business district, while in others it may be a one
mile-wide strip along a major urban corridor.

Pttrlkiptltltlll
Participation in TROs generally takes one of three forms: voluntary, mandatory, and a combination of the two:
Voluntary Programs. Voluntary programs ask major employers and developers to participate in and
carry out TDM measures. No requirements are set forth to ensure compliance. Rather, it is assumed
each party in the affected area will make a good faith effort to implement specific strategies. With this
approach, incentives such as tax breaks and permissive building permits are available to developers or
employers to bring them into compliance.
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Mandatory Programs. Mandatory programs require an employer or developer to comply with the
ordinance. With the mandatory approach, jurisdiction requiring compliance usually provide technical
assistance regarding TDM measures.
Voluntary/Mandatory Programs. In these programs, the TRO sets a particular standard to be
achieved on a voluntary basis by the affected parties. If the standard is not met within a specified time
frame, compliance becomes mandatory.

Glnl/s ttnd 1111quirem11111S
Goals of a TRO can be general or specific but should target a particular standard that can be quantified, through a
simple survey or other technique. The TRO also requires employers or developers to take certain actions to
reduce traffic congestion. Most require one or more of the following:
Designation of a Transportation Coordinator. This person will assist commuters in selecting
alternative transportation modes.
Dissemination of Information.

Employers and developers must distribute information on ahernative

modes.

Data Collect.ion. Employers and developers must collect information on employees' commute
behavior in onder to measure the success of the TDM program.
Implementation of TDM Measures. Employers and developers must develop specific programs
such as rideshare matching and preferential parking.

MttnllgBmllllf
TROs can be managed e~her by a public-private task force or by the local government that enacted the ordinance. Management involves development of technical support programs, review and approval of TDM plans,
monitoring of compliance, serving as advisor on ordinance revision to municipal boards, and training of employee
transportation coordinators.

Funding
Most local ordinances are funded through the local govemment's general budget. However, an increasing
number of local governments are funding ordinance programs through fees and transportation grants. TROs also
may require a TDM plan submission fee to cover the cost of review and first year program costs.
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EniDrcemB/11
Although a TRO may set specific goals for a defined area, it is difficuh and unfair to penalize individual affected
parties for failing to attain areawide goals. In most cases, TROs require employers and developers to subm~
plans that list the spe<ific TOM strategies the affected organization will employ and to survey commuters in order

to quantify progress toward the ordinance goal. However, employers and developers are not penal;zed if they do
not meet the transportation reduction targets. They are, however, penalized for not submitting a TOM plan or
carrying out required measures. Pena~ies for employers are usually fines or impos~ion of more stringent TOM
measures. Penalties for developers usually are related to the permit process: failure to submit a TOM plan or
to carry out the approved TOM measures can lead to the denial or revocation of a building permit.

TDM IN THE AGE OF DIVERSin
Without adequate planning, TOM measures can have unexpected and negative consequences for certain groups.
A compressed work week may cause a working parent to take a child out of daycare because the childcare facility
cannot accommodate the longer hours. The switch to management-by-results. which is necessary for
telecommuting. may cause union opposition if imposed on a unionized workforce without formal negotiation.
Charging higher parking fees create additional hardships for low-income workers. The constnuction of a parking
garage that is not handicapped-accessible may be subject to a lawsuit under the Americans with Disabilities Act.
However, these kinds of conflicts may be averted with careful consideration of diversity and variety in the TOM

planning process.

U of l's TDM Strategies
University ofIllinois at Champaign-Urbana serves approximately I00,000
students, faculty, and steff. In 1988, the rising number ofsolo commuters
contributed too serious pamng shortage. Howzver, instead ofbuilding
addilionol parking lots, Otampoign-Urbano resorted to TOM strote!ieswhich
hove increased transjt ridership by neon'y ISO percent since the program's
inception. As incentives to use commute alternorives, Students and faculty
are required to pay o transportation fee vmich entities them to unlimited
access to loco/ transit, and loco/ planners hove raised the annual campus
pomngfee from $78 to $200.
Source: Robert Patton - Senior Planner. Interview. Universityoflllinois.
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Women
A U.S. Department of Labor-sponsored study researched the effects of mandatory TDM techniques on working
men and women in different family situations. Working women w~h young children compose the largest
component of the growth in automobile usage over the last 30 years, and today women are almost as likely as
men to drive alone to work The driving habits of working mothers were affected far more than comparable
working fathers. Working mothers are more likely to drive alone to wori< than comparable men or other
women. and the more and younger their children, the less likely working women would use alternative modes.
Many of the traditional TDM approaches including carpooling and trans~ pass programs do not meet the mobil~
and securitY needs of this group of commuters. k. a result, conflicts exist between policies attempting to reduce
automobile use and practices that facil~ate the entrance of WOfking women into the labor force.'
Some TOM measures can seriously disrupt the lives of working mothers. In the short term. working mothers,
especially those with young children, may not be able to give up their reliance on the single occupant vehicle and
face severe financial sanctions as a result. In the long run, some mothers will not be able to make the work-athome adjustments sought by TDM strategies, and may actually have to travel farther to find appropriate jobs or
continue to shoulder the extra taxes, fees and penalties of TOM programs.
A well-designed TDM program will respond to market needs by taking some of the following steps to better
accommodate wori<ing parents. TOM programs should allow flexible wori< schedules, encourage
telecommuting, provide childcare services near intermodal transfer points (i.e., "park and play" garages), provide
security patrols (especially for W()(nen) at

trans~ stops,

and offer well-advertised guaranteed ride home programs.

Organl.zed Labor
TOM coordinators must exercise caution when designing employer-based travel reduction programs in companies with a unionized workforce. When an employer dictates terms of employment covered by a collective
bargaining agreement without negotiating with the designated union representative, this action is an unfair labor
practice (UFLP}-a violation of federal labor law. Cash incentives for employees who opt (Of a~ernative modes,
alternative work hours, even management-by-results strategies necessary for telecommuting all can be interpreted
as a change in work rules.
After the TOM program has been designed, ~ may be necessary to change the language of the collective bargaining agreement. This can be accomplished quickly and easily l the employer and the union agree to lim~ the
renegotiation to a specific topic, i.e., the inclusion of TOM provisions. Renegotiation of the contract must be
conducted only by designated negotiators from both sides. Negotiation of tenms of employment with someone
other than the designated bargainer is also an unfair labor practice.
The advantage to implementing a TOM program at a company with a unionized workforce is that the union
provides people who are recognized as leaders by the employee;. TOM coordinators must make an effort to
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Milwaukee's Job-Ride
Between 1960 md 1990, job grov>1h in he<Miypopulated Mi/wQukee County
was 19 percent, while in neighboring Waukesha County. itwos 459 percent
The movement ofbusinesses to the suburbs resulted in o loss o{jobs and,
consequently, on increase in poverty in the inner-city neighborlloods. State
policymokers developed on inexpensive strategy to address both the rising
inner-city unemployment, and groNingsuburbonjob demand. The Minnesota
DOT devised a comprehensive mobility strategy that includes programs for
training, placement and transportation for inner-city residents. One ofthese
programs, the}ob-f/k!e, connects the inner-city residents with suburbon jobs
viovonpools, with the hope ofgetting people offwelfare and out ofpoverty.
State agencies pay 80 percent ofthe program's costs for vans, maintenance,
and drivers. In 1992, the )ob-pjde wos able to match over 600 city residents
v.1th suburban jobs.
Source: Rick Wartzman, Good Connections, Dow jones & Co., Inc.

include individuals chosen by the union in the planning process. Another advantage to implementing TDM in a
unionized workplace is that WTDM measures are written into the contract, both employer and employees are
accountable for their contribution to the TDM pnogram.

Transportation Disadvantaged
Transportation disadvantaged (TD) persons are defined in Chapter 427 of the Florida Statutes as:
".. .those persons who, because of physical or mental disability, income status, or age or who for other
reasons are unable to transport themse~oes or to purchase transportation and are, therefore, dependent
upon others to obtain access to health care, employment, education, shopping, social activities or other
/W
e-sustaining activities, or children who are handicapped or high-risk or at-risk as defined in s.4 11.202."
This definition covers several overlapping groops. In 1990, an estimated 5.3 million persons statewide
were identified as elderly, handicapped, or low-income. This potential TO population, however,
includes persons whose mobility needs and abilities vary widely, including those who require more
extensive mobility assistance.
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The Florida Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged addresses the mobility needs of TO persons in
Florida at the state level. The m Commission is comprised of representatives of several state agencies and
contracts with Community li·ansportation Coordinators (CTCs) at the county level to provide transportation
services for TO persons.

low lntome HoiiSebolds
The suburbanization of our nation's resident population and employment base is familiar to most transportation
planners. A trend that may be less familiar is that low income people. particularly disadvantaged African-Americans and other minorities, have been under·represented in the suburbanization trend. Most new iob grovtth is in

the suburt>s. many of those in desperate need of jobs have been left behind. Urt>an residents who do not own a
car are caught in a vicious cycle. They need a car to get to worl<, and they need a job to afford a car.
A "reverse commute" transportation pattern is when employees who live in an urban area commute. using a
variety of modes. to an outlying suburt>an area. This is particularly important for the nation's disadvantaged innercity populations. Many organizations can assume a leadership role in providing reverse commute transportation
services for disadvantaged persons, including public housing tenants associations, community centers. urt>an nonprof~

associations, municipal transit agencies, regional trans~ agencies, state Departments of Transportation, and

suburban employers and business park developers who rely on access to the necessary laborforce.
TOM strategies that financially penalize employees. soch as higher parting fees or congestion pricing. will have a
disproportionate affect on low-income persons. Companies can address this problem by distributing travel
allowances to offset the parking fee increases or setting parking rates on a sliding scale according to the
employee's income. In contrast. shuttle services that cater to reverse commute patterns can provide an economic development benefit. as well as serve TOM goals. A city-to-suburb shuttle can enable people to hold a
job who might otherwise be unemployed.

Penons wltb Dlsabl/11/es
The Americans w~h D~abil~ies Act (ADA). passed in 1990, will continue to have a major impact on TOM and
transportation facilities. Affecting nearly every facet of public life. the ADA is the most sweeping federal civil rights
legislation passed since the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The ADA requires any organization that offers goods and
services to the public to provide persons with d~abilities equal access to their facilities and activities. The ADA
does not always require physical alterations, new equipment, or special devices.
able accommodation" be made.• The ADA also requires that persons w~h

but~

does require that "reason-

disabil~ies

be afforded equal access

to employment opportunities in organizations that employ 25 persons or more, except for churches and private
clubs.
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Organizations that require employees to use transportation services or offer transportation-related benefits
(parking, trans~ subsidies, etc.) must ensure that the services are equally accessible to persons with disabilities.
Key considerations are outlined below:
Parking. The ADA requires any organization to provide equal access to all facilities open to the public. If
an organization provides parking, then curb cuts and wheelchair ramps may be required.
TDM Information. Employers who distribute information about transportation programs must
provide the information su<h that it is accessible to employees w~h disabil~ies. For example, a list of
carpools could be relayed to a blind employee by reading the list aloud or re<ording it on voice mail.
Carpools and Vanpools. Employee-owned vehicles used in carpools and vanpools are exempt from
ADA requirements Wthey receive no financial support from the employer.
Vans, Buses and Shuttles. Carpools, vanpools, buses, or shuttles receiving any form of financial
support from an employer are required to meet />DA accessibility standards. If a disabled employee
requests to use an employer-supported vanpool, the employer must comply with ADA. An organization
can meet this requirement by e~her installing special equipment on the vans or providing transportation
services of equivalent quality to persons w~h disabilities.
Tranm. The ADA will have an enormous impact on the providers of trans~ services. Transit agencies
must physically alter transit buses, railcars, stations, and buses. The law requires that transit operators
provide services to aU persons within a three-quarter mile radius of a trans~ route. Transit districts must
seek out persons with disabilities and offer equivalent service appropriate to their disability. Operators
must also provide paratransit se1vices to patrons who are unable to ride on regularly scheduled vehicles
and routes.
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Technical
Assistance
•
•
•

What are the structures ofthe funding and policy sources
forTDM?
Why is the transportation industry investing resources in
TOM?
What are some ofthe conditions and requirements to be
considered by the agency raising funds through a variety of
sources?

STATE PROGRAMS
The State of Florida administers a variety of programs that support commute alternatives and TOM measures. A
number of these programs are mandated by federal initiatives in the areas of transportation, accessib'lity, air
quality, energy, mobility, and the environment. Through a cooperative effort among state agencies. local govern·
ments, and the private sector. Florida will continue to improve its capacity to manage growth and ensure the
mobility of c~izens and visitors. Follovving is an overview of agencies that provide funding and technical assistance
for TDM programs, or which administer programs of relevance to TDM.

Florida Department of Transportation
The Florida Department of Transportation (FOOT) is charged vvith constructing. improving. maintaining, and
operating the state transportation system. as well as assisting local governments in operating their own transporta-

tion systems. FOOT's Office of Public Transportation administers several commuter assistance programs and
assists other state agencies. local governments, and the private sector in implementing TOM strategies. Speciftc
programs administered by the FDOT Office of Public Transportation include:
Regional Commuter Services: FOOT funds the creation of regional commuter assistance programs
(CAPs), including Bay Area Commuter Services (BACS) in the Tampa Bay area. The West Florida Re·
gional Planning Council in the panhandle, Suncoast Metropolitan and Rural Transportation Commuter
Assistance Program (SMAATCAP) in the Sarasota/ Bradenton area. and Gold Coast Commuter Services
in southeast Florida. These organizations will form the nucleus of the Florida Commuter Assistance
Program.
l ocal Commuter Services: These programs operate as a vital link between state and local governments, especially in rural areas where they can be used to help attract new industries. FOOT currently
funds the operation of the following local Commuter Services:
•

lynx-Orange. Seminole. and Osceola Transportation Authority

•

Votran Transportation Authority (East Volusia County}

•

Space Coast Area Transit (Melbourne)

•

Jacksonville Metropolitan Planning Organization

Transportation Management Organizations (TMOs/TMAs): FOOT provides start-up funds for
the establishment of area TMOs/TMAs through the TMA Grant Program, administered by FOOT
District Public Transportation managers. This is an on-going program identified ,,.;thin the FOOT five·
year work program and provides start-up funds to eligible TMOs/TMAs on a year· to·year basis for a
maximum of three years.
Pedestrian/Bicycle Programs: FOOT provides assistance through the Commuter Assistance Program
and the Pedestrian!llicycle Program. local assistance can be obtained from FDOT district offices or the
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Pedestrian/Bicycle Coordinator of the metropolitan area. The FOOT Pedestrian/Bicycle Program Coordinator provides guidance to MPOs on Comprehensive Bicycle Plans, participates in planning and programming activities, and provides technical assistance. Bicycle/pedestrian coordinators assist the private
sector to incorporate bicycle/pedestrian friendly design into major development projects. Technical
assistance can also be obtained from the Florida Bicycle!Pedestrian Commuter Assistance Center. in the.
Florida Institute for Marketing Alternative Transportation (FJMAT) at Florida State University. The Center.
funded by FOOT. conducts marketing for bicycling and pedestrian transportation and assists employers,
TMOs, transit directors, and government agencies in developing and promoting bicycle and commuter
programs.
Park-and-Ride Lot Program: FOOT's Park-and-Ride Program funds the construction, promotion and
maintenance of park-and-ride lots. The program also coordinates with local CAPs, TMAs, and transit
operators.
Trans~

Corridor Program: The Transit Corridor Program funds demonstration projects aimed at

increasing transit use along specifiC urban corridors, ~h special priority given to those identified in the
Florida Transportation Plan. FOOT provides funding for bus purchases, right-of-way acquisition, marketing, and operating costs.
Highway Program: FOOTs Highway Program is required

bY state statute to "reduce congestion on

the state transportation system, the generation of pollutants, and fuel consumption .... "1 FOOT works in
conjunction with the Department of Community Affairs to develop and adopt coordinated rules for levelof-service and concurrency.
Florida TOM Clearinghouse: FOOT established the Florida TOM Clearinghouse in the Center for
Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) at the University of South Florida in july 199 1 to promote and
assist in the formation of area TMO/TMAs and CAPs throughout the state. The Clearinghouse houses a
computerized bibliography of IDM/TMA materials and offers technical assistance on transportation
demand management, including bicycle and pedestrian planning to TMOs and others. This service is free
of charge to agencies and organizations within the State of Florida. The Clearinghouse also produces a
quarterly, nationally distributed ne;vsletter in cooperation with the Association for Commuter Transportation, a national organization for TOM professionals.
Other Programs: In addition to Commuter Assistance Programs, the FOOT Office of Public Transportation administers state projects that support urban and rural bus or public transit, fixed guideway and
paratransit systems. Public transit can be an efficient TOM strategy when combined with appropriate land
use and other measures. Fixed guideway systems, such as light rail (commuter raiO, heavy rail (trains),
\

and automated 'guideways (people molters), are effective TOM strategies in higher density areas.
Paratransit systems, vans, small buses, and taxi services also are helpful in the reduction of travel demand.
FOOT is also preparing an intermodal plan that will address intermodal connections, including transit and
pedestrian and bicycle linkages.
Commute A~ematives Systems Handbook
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Florida Department of Community AHairs
The Florida Department of Community Affairs (DCA) is the state land planning agency and state liaison with local
governments for housing and community development, emergency management, and growth management. The
State Comprehensive Plan, Chapter 187, F.S., guides D~s complian<:e review of local comprehensive plans and
includes several policies and goals that support TOM. in<:luding those set forth in the Transportation, Air Quality,
and Energy sections of the Plan. The Transportation section sets forth the following directive: "Promote
ridesharing by public and private sector employees· (Section ( 187.201(20)(10)). In response to the state planning
polides, DCA prepared a State land Development Plan which established the following TDM objective: •By
1995. Florida will decrease the rate of single-occupant vehicles in urban area peak hour traffic by I S percent.•'
In 1989, the Governor's Task Force on Urban Growth Patterns made specific recommendations regarding
transportation demand management These included the establishment of a clearinghouse to provide TDM
information and technical support; the provision ol state funding for the development of TMOs/TMAs; the
requirement that Developments of Regional Impact (ORis) to plan for and fund adequate TOM measures; and the
requirement that Comprehensive Plans specifically identify TDM measures.
The third Environmental and land Management Study Committee (ELMS· ill) legislation has continued this push
for TOM and a~ernative transportation modes. Although the DRI program will be phased out in most areas, it
must be replaced with a similar coordinated review process specified in the intergovernmental element of local
comprehensive plans. Flexible alternatives to transportation concurrency and new transportation planning
requirements for local governments w~hin MPO planning area boundaries. each require consideration of TOM
strategies. As a resu~ of these directives. the Department of Community Affairs supports and will continue to
promote transportation demand management in its review of local comprehensive plans and local decisions
regarding large scale development projects.
The Florida Energy Office (FEO) works with other state and local agencies to realize its objectives of reduced
energy consumption and efficient utilization of energy resources. FEO has funded a number of TOM projects.
including the Capital City TMA in Tallahassee, a commuter assistance program serving the Tampa Bay area, the
Florida TOM Clearinghouse, and the "Integration of Commute Alternatives into Growth Management" project.

'•

Department of Environmental Protection
The mission of the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) is to prevent environmental damage
in the state. DEP actively promotes environmental education programs as a means of pollution prevention. T he

Clean 1-<r Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA) gave DEP a significant role in reviewing transportation plans and
programs. The CAAA require state DOTs and metropol~n planning organizations in air quality nonattainment
areas to adopt transportation control measures (TCMs) within their State Implementation Plans (SIPs}. A number

of TCM measures are TDM strategies. mandating sizable reductions in vehicle miles traveled. OEP has devel-
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ope<! a mobile source control program that regulates air pollution from motor vehicles. The goal of this program

is to improve air quality by reducing the amount of exhaust emissions from cars and trucks.

Florida Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged
The Florida Legislature created the Transportation Disadvantage<! (TD) Commission in 1989 to provide "coordinate<! and specialized transportation services for the elderly, handicapped and economically disadvantaged citizens
of Florida." Renamed in 1994 to the Rorida Commissi(!n for the Transportation Disadvantaged. the Commission
works with the FDOT Office of PI.Jblic Transportation, metropolitan planning organizations. Designated Official
Planning Agencies, and Community Transportation Coordinators to provide transportation services to disable<!
persons. These services are included in the comprehensive planning process.

Florida Department of Commerce
The Florida Department of Commerce's Division of Economic Development publ~hes statistics to help state
agencies and local government forecast the impact of tourism on their transportation network. The Division of
Economic Development also directs a variety of programs aimed at expanding Florida's economic base through
diversification. improved employment opportunities, retention and expansion of existing businesses. Tourism, the
largest generator of sales tax revenues, is the state's most important industry. Tourists use a number of a~ernative
transportation modes in the state's vacation and recreation areas. TDM strategies such as shuttles, buspools, and
vanpools can enhance accessibility to these areas.

FEDEW PROGRAMS
Historically, numerous federal programs have been dedicated to enhancing transportation supply, especially
freeways and buses. With the interstate program winding down, and the nation looking for methods to make the
most out of the existing transportation system, TOM and other transportation management strategies have
assumed growing prominence in public policy. TOM strategies are now part of several federal programs, and are
advocated for a variety of purposes, including reducing traffic congestion, increasing energy efficiency, and improving physical fitness.

United Stales Department of Transportation
The legislative mandate of the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) is to ''provide general
leadership in identifying and solving transportation problems."" Current federal transportation policy centers
around the lntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 and the Clean Nr Act Amendments of 1990.
USDOT provides assistance for TDM under the broad rubric of its "Transportation Systems Management (TSM)
Strategy."'

There are two points of contact within USDOT: the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) and the

Fe<leral Highway Administration (FHWA).
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Fedtmtl Transit AdminisfTtditln (HA)
The primary responsibility of the FTA (formerty the Urban Mass Transportation Administration, UMTA) is to
administer grant-in-aid programs intended to increase mobility through public and private transit services. Transit
can provide additional transportation capacity and, consequently, reduce congestion. However, the growth of
auto travel frequently overtakes these reductions. Transit is more effective as a long-term measure when combined with other TOM strategies.
Discretionary and Formula Program Funds: The most common types of assistance available from
FTA are discretionary program funds and formula program funds. TOM measures can be funded through
either program. FTA also provides planning funds to satisfy the joint FTA-FHWA regulations that require
each urban area to have a continuing, cooperative, and comprehensive (3 -q transportation planning
process. TSM strategies are required to be a part of this process. Funding to support TOM planning
measures may be provided through metropolitan planning organizations. states, or discretionary study
funds.
Suburban Mobility Initiative: In 1988, FTA initiated the Suburban Mobility Initiatives {SMI) Program
"to help the nation's suburbs solve growing traffic congestion problems."' Through the program, FTA has
funded several local efforts to improve mobility in suburban areas. Many SMI-funded projects have
served the needs of reverse commuters, who travel from inner-city residential areas to suburban job
sites.

Regional Mobility Program: Administered through the Office of Technical Assistance and Safety, Office
of Mobil~y Enhancement, FTP:s Regional Mobility Program (RMP) is an expansion of the SMI Program.
FTA has expressed interest in and funded TOM projects that involve parking management measures,
ridesharing, a~emative worl< schedules, telecommuting. and HOV facilities.

Federt1/ Higltwq Administrlllit1n (FHWA)
The FHWA distributes federal funds to states for constructing. improving and maintaining the state high,.,.ay
system. The definition of eligible construction activities for federal funds includes construction, reconstruction.
and Transportation System Management, including TOM measures. SpecifiCally. FHWA provides funding for
HOV lanes, park-and· ride lots, computerized traffic signals. roadway surveillance systems, computerized rideshare
matching programs. pedestrian walkways, bicycle facilities. motorist aid systems, automobile restricted zones.
carpools facilities, and vanpool acquisitions. FHWA also provides states with technical assistance, training. and
information on research. new products. and innovations through technology transfer activities.
The following funding sources were established by ISTEA and are funneled through FHWA to states and MPOs:
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Surface Transportation Program (STP): STP established a transportation block grant program for
state and local governments authorized at $23.9 billion over six years. Other than highway and bridge
projects, eligible projects include: transit capital projects; carpool, bicycle, and pedestrian facilities;
transportation coniYol measures under CMAQ; and funds for transportation enhancements.
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Program (CMAQ): CMAQ is part of the STP and authorizes $6 billion over six years to assist states with nonattainment areas in developing and implementing
Transportation Control Measures for improving air quality. Projects eligible for CMAQ funds must
demonstrate that they will improve air quality through reduction of vehicle miles travelled. (VMT). These
I

funds are distributed based upon the state's share of population in nonattainment areas and the degree of
pollution and are available only for projects aimed at discouraging SOY travel. No highway construction,
other than HOY lanes, is permitted.
Transportation Enhancement Funds: Enhancement funds under STP are available for transportationrelated projects that provide aesthetic, environmental, or cultural enhancement. Eligible projects include
pedestrian and bicycle amenities, historic preservation, stormwater mitigation, acqu;sition of scenic

easements, and billboard control or removal.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
The Environmental Protection ~ency has the authority to impose sanctions on states that fail to carry out air
quality requirements of the Clean Air At:;t. .Amendments of 1990. Sanctions include witholding federal aid for
highway projects or any portion of the state deemed appropriate-even those not designated as nonattainment
areas. These sanctions may be triggered if a state or MPO fails to carry out provisions of the State [mplementa·
tion Plan. The SIP establishes a timeline for achieving National Ambient Air Quality Standards in nonattainment
areas. Transportation Control Measures (TCMs}, many of which are TDM measures, are a primary strategy for .
reducing vehicle use and pollutant emissions. TCMs are identified and implemented through the state and
metropolitan transportation plans and improvement programs. Once identified in the SIP, these TCMs receive
funding priority in the transportation plan.

TMO FEE-BASED SERVICES
Many TMOs are shifting to fee-based services when facing reductions in funding and increases in operating costs.

As TMOs move towards greater independence from state-funding, they seek new and innovative ways to cover
expenses without sacrificing quality and service. TMOs now offer a menu of services for a fee which will cover
the expenses of that service and some of the overhead. Se.rvices typically being charged for include the preparation of trip reduction plans; survey preparation, administration, and processing; ETC training; employer outreach;
and transportation services management. Many of these services vary by the state or region of the TMO. One of
the pricing considerations for TMOs involves the membership or level of membership of an interested employer.
Members are frequently offered discounts on the value-added services, whereas non-members may be charged
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for other services to which a member would be entitled at no charge. Althovgh this practice is fairly new, it is
one of the strategies being explored by the TMOs dedicated to serving their clients and members effectively into
the future. TMOs charging for fees must consider the 1<1\'o/S applicable to unrelated business income tax (UBIT),
and how they affect the non-profit status of the TMO. Before charging for their services, TMOs should seek
advice from their accountant or tax attorney, and consider three criteria. If the activity is I) a trade or business 2)
"regularly carried on," and 3) not "substantially related' to the organization's exempt purposes, then ~ is probably
subject to UBIT. An activity is not "substantially related" to the

non-prof~

purpose if ~ raises income by selling

goods or services not directly relevant to the mission identified for tax exemption to the IRS. If the activ~ cannot
be carried out in such a way that it is tax exempt, the TMO need not refrain from providing the service as long as
the taxes are charged and paid.
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Glossary
Activity Center
A major concentration of employment and commercial activity, which may be found in suburban areas as well as
in the downtown area.

Advanced Public Transportation Systems (APTS)
The application of advanced technologies to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of transit. "Smart cards" for
fare payment, automated telephone information systems to distribute transit information and automatic vehicle
location systems for transit buses are all examples of APT$.

Air Poll11tion
The undesirable addition to the atmosphere of substances (gases, liquids, and solid particles) that are foreign to the
"natural" atmosphere or occur in quantities exceeding their natural concentrations ilfld interfere either with one's
health, safety, or comfort, or with full use and enjoyment of one's property.

Alternative Work Schedules
Sche<luling policies such as flexible and staggered work hours and compressed work weeks that allows employees
to avoid commuting during peak traffic periods; also called variable worl< hour policies.

Ambient Air Quality
A physical and chemical measure of the concentration of various chemicals in the outside air, usually detemnined
over a specific time period.

Average Passenger Occupancy (APO)
A numerical value calculated for employers by dividing the number of employees reporting to the worksite during
the morning commute by the number of vehicles in which they arrive. A carpooler's vehicle count is proportional to the number of riders in the carpool ('h, l(.l, 1/4, etc.) Employees who walk, bicycle, ride transit or
telecommuter from home count as arriving in zero vehicles.

Average Vehicle Occupancy (AVO)
A numerical value calculated for a region or a corridor by dividing all commuters in the area by the number of
vehicles in which they commute.
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Average Vehicle Ridership (AVR)
A numerical value calculated by dividing the number of employees scheduled to start worl< during specified peak
hours into the number of vehicles arriving to the worl< site during those same hours.

Bus Bypass Ramps
The designation of an entrance ramp to a lim~ed access roadway facil~ or HOV fadl~ for the express use of
trans~ vehides thus

providing prior~/exdusive access or bypass of mixed traffiC queues.

Bus Lane
A lane on a street or highway reserved primarily for buses. either all day or during specified periods. Other traffic,

typically taxis, carpools, or motorcycles may be allowed without restrictions, and automobiles may be given
limited access, such as making left or right tums.

Buspool
An express bus service, usually administered by an employer, with limited origin and destination points. and with
guaranteed sea~ and advanced ti<ket purchase. Club buses and buspool origin and administered by the rider.

Carbon Dioxide
A colorless gas which enters the atmosphere as the resu~ of combustion processes; it is a normal component of

ambient air.

Carpool
A group of two or more passengers sharing a ride in an employee's private vehide to and from work, either using

hone car and sharing expenses, or rotating the vehicle used so that no money changes hands.

Catalytic Converter
A control device that reduces emissions in the exhaust stream by changing them into less polluting or non-

polluting compounds through chemical reactions. Catalytic converters are used on both mobile sources and
stationary sources.

Central Business District (CBD)
An area of high land valuation characterized by a high concentration of retail and, service businesses. offices.
hotels, and theaters, as well as by a high traffic flow. Traditionally applies to the primary downtovm core of a
metropolitan area.

Clean Air Act
The Federal pollution clean air law.

Commuter
A person who travels regularly between home and a fixed location (e.g.. work or schoo9.
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Commute Alternatives
Term that refers to carpooling, vanpooling, trdflsit, bicycling, and walking as well as any a~ernative work hours
program which results in the use of any mode of transportation for commuting outside of the peak periods.

Commuter Assistance Programs
Services such as ridesharing, transit, and parking policies which help workers in commuting, or in mid-day trips.

Compressed Work Week
A scheduling program which cons;sts of condensing standard number working hours into fewer than five days per
week or fewer than I 0 days per two week period.

Concurrency
Growth management law that prohibits local governments from permitting new developments unless adequate
infrastructure is in place to support growth.

Congestion Pricing
The imposi~on of fees, in differential rates varying by time of day and location depending on the level of congestion, on road users in congested zones or traveling on congested roads.

Contraflow
Movement in a direction opposite to the normal flow of traffic. The term usually refers to flow opposite to the
heavier flow of traffic.

Corridor
In planning, a broad geographical band that follows a general directional flow or connects major sources of trips.
It may contain a number of streets, highways, trans~ lines, and transit routes.

Deadhead
I . To move a revenue vehicle in other than revenue service, for example, from one garage to another from the
end of a line to a garage, Such movement may include people using an employee pass and an occasional revenue
passenger riding on an incidental basis. 2. A non-fare paying passenger, most commonly a transit system employee traveling to work using a pass.

Employee Commute Options
A requirement of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 on employers with I 00+ employees at a worksite in
10 regions of the country to canry out programs to reduce solo-driving among their employees. (42 USC
751 1a(d)( I XS)) The program also is referred to as the Employer Trip Reduction (ETR) program.
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Employee Transportation Coordinator (ETC)
A person selected by a company to develop. implement, and/or administer an employee transportation program.
Duties generally include: regi$tering employees for a ride-match program, coordinating the formation of car, van.
and buspools. promoting the use of public transit, and monitoring or tracking employee participation in the
program. Also known as an ETC

Fare
I. The required payment for a ride on a public transportation vehicle. It may be paid by any acceptable means
such as cash. token, ticket. voucher, transfer, farecard, or pass. 2. A passenger who pays a fare.

Flexible Work Hours (Flextime)
A scheduling policy that gives employees the option of varying their starting and stopping times each work day

(e.g. 10:00 am to 4:00pm) when all employees are required to be present. The intent is to allow employees
greater flexibility to adjust wori< hours to individual time schedules and commuting.

Fringe or Peripheral Parking
A parking facility located immediately outside the central business district. where personal vehicles may be pari<ed

and travelers may continue their trips to the downtown area via trans~, carpool or vanpool.

Guaranteed Ride Home
An incentive program that typically ofi'ers a ride home for carpoolers. vanpoolers, or transft riders who must leave
wori< early for a personal emergency or must wori< unocheduled overtime. Service may be provided by taxi,
rental car. and/or fleet vehicle. Also referred to as an emergency ride home program.

Headway
The time interval between the passing of the front ends of successive trans~ units (vehicles or trains) moving along
the same lane or track (or other guideway) in the same direction. usually expressed in minutes.

High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV)
Any

passeng~r vehicle

that carries two or more passengers. Examples: buspools. carpools. vanpools.

HOV Lane
A travel lane reserved for the use of high occupancy vehicles such as buses. vanpools, and carpools. Also referred
to as diamond lanes (with diamonds painted on the pavement) and exclusive transitways.

Hydrocarbon
A chemical compound containing only the elements carbon and hydrogen.
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Impact Fees
Cash payments made in advance of development for off-site improvements according to a specific local government form ula.

In kind
I. The intrinsic value of goods and services (work time. office space, supplies, etc.) used to provide the required
local participation for federal and state grants. 2. State or local funds required by the federal government to
complement federal funds for a.p5oject; also known as match or matching funds, match 111ay also be required by
states in funding projects that are a joint state and local effort.

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
ITS is a group of technologies, including information processing. communications, control, and electronics to
improve safety, reduce traffic congestion. improve mobility, enhance economic productivity, foster energy efficiency. and protect environmental quality.

lntermodal
linkage between or including more than one means or mode of transportation.

Inversion
A layer of the atmosphere through which the temperature increases with altitude. An inversion may be found at
ground level or aloft.

Jitney
A privately owned vehicle (typically a small vehicle. such as a van} operated on a fixed route but not one a fiXed
schedule.

Joint-use Development
I. In transportation, ventures undertaken by the public and private sectors for development of land above, below.
or along transportation facilities. 2. Coordinated development of an area by the public and private sectors.

Level of Service (LOS)
The ability of a road system or intersection to carry traffic. The various service levels are defined by the Transportation Research Board in a range from"/\' to "F". as described below:

'l'<:

Conditions of free unobstructed traffic flow with no delays, and traffic signal phases are sufficient
to dear all approaching vehicles.

"B"

Conditions of stable flow with very little delay, and a few signal phases are unable to dear all

"C"

approaching vehicles.
Conditions of stable flow, delays are low to moderate, and full use of peak directional signal
phases is experienced.
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·o·

Conditions of high-density but stable now; delays are moderate to heavy; and significant signal
time deficiencies are experienced for short durations during peak traffic periods.

"E"

Represents operations at lower operating speeds with volumes at or near capacity. Flow is
unstable. and there may be momentary stoppages.

"F"

Forced-now conditions where volumes are below capacity. Speeds are reduced significantly and
stoppages may occur for short or long periods of time due to traffic congestion.

Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)
The MPO is the organization responsible for regional transportation planning in an urbanized area. Members are
designated by the governor and local elected officials.

Mixed-Use Development
Defined by the Urban land lnst~ute as developments with the following criteria: ( I) three or more significant
revenue-producing uses (such as office, retail, residential, hotel/motel. entertainment, cultural, recreation. etc.)
that in well-planned projects are mutually supporting; (2) significant physical and functional integration of project
components (and thus a relatively intensive use of land), including uninterrupted pedestrian connections: and (3)
development in conformance with a coherent plan (which frequently stipulates the type and scale of uses, permitted densities, and related developmental consideration).

Mobile Source
A source of pollutants which is a seW-propelled transportation vehicle. such as motor vehicle. boat. ship, locomotive, aircraft, or off-road motor vehicle.

Mode Split
An itemization of the types of vehicles or methods used by commuters to travel to work

Motorist Information System
A method of delivering information about current traffic conditions to drivers. Motorist Information Systems can
use a wide range of media to deliver the information - variable message signs, highway advisory radio. output to
private traffic information brokers such as Metro Traffic Control, telephone call-in system. even home computers.

National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)
The air quality standards established by the Environmental Protection Age0cy for various air pollutants. Currently
included in the standards are ozone. cartlon monoxide. nitrogen dioxide. suWur dioxide. non-methane hydrocarbons. lead, and particulate matter.

Operating Cost
The on-going costs of providing and administering a program.
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0.1one
A highly reactive bluish-colored haze with a pungent odor; a major constituent of photochemical oxidants.
O zone is formed in the atmosphere by a series of photochemical reactions involving oxides of nitrogen and

reactive organic gases in the presence.of sunlight. National Ambient I'Jr Quality Standards have been established
for ozone.

Parking Management
Measures that favor carpools and vanpools, including parking charges for drive-alone commuter parking, preferential parking for pool vehicles, and the elimination of free or low-cost, on-street parking employment areas. Fringe
parking lots may also be established in areas outside of the work site in combination with shuttle bus services to
keep motor vehicles out of congested employment areas.

Parking Reduction Ordinances
Local government regulations that allow the reduction of zoning requirements for off-street parking in return for
developer-sponsored transportation management efforts or contributions to a TSM/fDM trust fund.

Pollutant Standards Index (PSI)
A number between 0 and 500 used to indicated the air quality at a given time and location relative to the National Ambient Air Qual~y Standards. A PSI of I 00 for a given air pollutant represents a concentration at the
respective air quality standard.

Preferential Parking
This concept involves assigning the most desirable parking spaces, such as those closest to bujlding entrances, for
the exdusive use of carpools and vanpools. In addition, parking charges may be partially reduced or eliminated for
peelers, who may also be exempted from any hourly parking limits that exit.

Public Transportation (Mass Transit)
Passenger transportation that is available to any person who pays a prescribed fare. Operating on established
schedules along fixed routes w~h designated stops, transit moves relatively large groups of people at one time.

Reversible Lanes
A highway or street lane on which the direction of traffic now can be changed to use maximum roadwcy capacity
during peak periods.

Ridesharing
The cooperative effort between two or more people who travel together; usually to and from work. Carpools,
vanpools and buspools are all examples of ridesharing. Ridesharing can include public transportation, such as
buses, trains or subways, as well.
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Rule 1501
A law develope<! (formerly Regulation XV) and enforced by California's South Coast Air Quality Management
District which requires employers with 100 or more employees to develop and implement a trip reduction plan
for employees who report to work between 6:00 a.m. and I 0:00 a.m. Trip reduction plans must include an
inventory of current measures used by the employer to increase average vehicle ridership (AVR), a verifiable
estimate of the current work site AVR, and a list of employer-provided incentives to achieve the projected AVR
target w~hin 12 months of plan approval.

Satellite Office
An office use<! by a company for employees who telecommute. as a means of decentralizing part of a company's
operations to a remote location so as to reduce commute distances for employees.

Section 3
The section of the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964. as amended. that enables the Secretary of Transportation to make grants or loans to states and local public ent~ies to finance specific types of public transportation
projects. Although the projects are discretionary, Congress can and does earmark funds for specific projects.
Section 3 funds are usually divide<! among rail modernization projects. including elderly and handicapped transportation.

Section 9
The section of the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964, as amended, that governs the distribution of the
public transit capital and operating block grant appropriations. made by Congress each year . among trans~
operators across the nation.

Section 13(c)
The section of the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964. as amended, that requires as a condition of any
assistance under the act. fair and equitable arrangements must be made to protect the interests of employees
affected by such assistance. including but w~hout being limited to continuation of collective bargaining rights;
preservation of rights. privileges. and benefits under existing collective bargaining agreements or otherwise:
protection of individual employees against a worsening of their position with respect to their employment:
assurance of employment to employees of acquired mass transportation systems and priority of reemployment
for those

te~minated

or laid oft': and paid training programs.

Section 15
The section of the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964. as amended, that requires as a condition of funding
the collection of perfo~mance and financial data.

Single-Occupant Vehicle (SOY)
A motor vehicle occupied by one employee commuting to work.
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Smog
A general term used to descrile the itO:atil og haze produced by photochemical reactions in the atmosphere.

Special Assessment District
Under the authority of laws passed in several states. some local jurisdictions allow property owners in a specially
defined area to be asses<Jed extra taxes to finance needed capital improvements and services through the establishment of 'special districts'. These districts may be govemed by appointees of a local government or by officials
elected by taxpayers in the district. Assessments may be made on the basis of land area, square footage of
de-velopments, road ii'ontage. wcrlers, trip generation rates. housi~ units, or some other measure ol district
benefits.

Staggered Work Hours
A scheduling policy in which the times that groups of employees begin and end worf< are staggered over a range
from 15 minutes to two hours. The intent is to spread out commuting peaks.

Telecommuting
A work arrangemetlt program where em~ woo<at a loa!tion other than the conventional ollice to transport information rather than people to and fi'om the wori<place. This place may be the home. or an olf.re dose
to horne, but not the central headquarters ol a company.

Traffic Control Center
A place from which various aspects of a traffic networf< - traffic signal timings, ramp meters. etc. - are controlled.
Usually, the center has access to information gathered by traffic surveillance, so that the traffic components are
controlled in response to cument traffiC conditionS. See Traffic Surveillance and Control System.

TraHlc Mitigation
The use ol transportation management tedvliques to reduce the ltlllfiC impact of new development See also trip
reduction ordinances.

Traffic Reduction Ordinances
See trip reduction ordinances.

TraHlc Surveillance aad Coatrol System
A system which gathers information through a variety of media - loop detectors, SlJr'Veilance cameras. SU<Veilance by airplane. motorist ca1..m. etc. - and controls various aspects of the traffic network in response to cument

traffic conditions.

Transit
A multiple-occupant motor vehicle operated on a for-hire, share-ride basis, including bus, light rail, heavy rail and
shuttle bus. Other forms of transit may include people movers and jitneys.
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Transit Information System
A method of delivering information regarding transit schedules to potential passengers, usually via an interactive
media such as telephone or home computer. When transit vehicles are equipped with an automatic vehicle
location system, transit information systems can inform passengers when the bus will actually arrive, as opposed
to when it is scheduled to arrive.

Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
Strategies that focus on reducing vehicle trips, especially peak-period travel to the commuter's destination.
Strategies may include commuter assistance, parking incentives, and work policies that a~er the demand for travel
in a defined area, in tenms of the total volume of traffic, the use of attemative modes of travel, and distribution of
travel over different times of the day.

Transportation Management
A concept that includes the use of transportation demand management (TDM) and transportation systems
management (TSM) techniques in order to lessen the traffic impacts of development. as well as to encourage
private sector improvements to accommodate growth.

Transportation Management Association (TMA)
A TMA is an organization that provides a structure for developers, property managers, employers, and public
officials to cooperatively promote programs that mitigate traffic congestion, assist commuters, and encourage
improved travel in specific areas. TMAs also serve as forums in which the private sector and stat and local
governments con jointly address current and future roadway and transit needs.

Transportation Management Organization (TMO)
Another name for TMA

Transportation Systems Management (TSM)
TSM is the use of low cost improvements to increase the efficiency of roadways and transit services. such as retiming traffic signals or re-designating traflk flow.

Trip Generation Rates
Average rates of vehicular travel to and from a development, whkh are usually cited per square foot. per housing
unit, or per acre. The rates published by the Institute of Transportation Engineer (ITE) are often used by transporlation professionals in setting ridership standards and establishing TDM goals.

Trip Reduction Ordinances (TROs)
Regulations passed by local government '"hich require developers, property owners and employers to participate
or assist in financing transportation management efforts. Ordinances may specify a target reduction in the number
of vehicle trips expected from a development based on standardized trip generation rates. establish peak periods
for travel reduction, establish time tables for compliance and penalties for non-compliance.
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TSM!TDM Trust Funds
Spe<:ial accounts set up by a local government to hold contributions from developers to finance transportation
improvements and services. Frequently the funds are established in exchange for specified benefits, such as a
recreation in the zoning requirement for off-street parking.

Vanpool
A group of 6 or more passengers sharing a ride in a prearranged group. Usually one or two of the members are
regular drivers, who pick up other riders at specific points and take them to common or nearby employment
sites, then return them to the pickup point(s) after the end of the work day. Some portion of the van's ownership
and operating costs are usually paid for by the riders on a monthly basis. Vanpooling may be employer-sponsored
w~h the company owning and maintaining

.

the vehicles, or ~ may be provided through a third party leasing

company.

Variable Work Hours
See alternative work schedules.

Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)
The total distance traveled in miles by all motor vehicles of a specific group in a given area in a given time period.

Vehicle Occupancy
The number of people riding in a vehicle at a given time.

Vehicle Trip
A vehicle moving from an originating point to a destination point, usually from home to work.

Zoned Fare
A method of transit pricing that is based.p n the geographical partitioning of the service area. The price is determined by the location and number of zones traversed. Zone fares are frequently used as a method of charging
graduated or distance-based fares but may also be used to provide for differential fares for certain markets.
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